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a b s t r a c t
We use Twitter opinions about the Euro-Dollar exchange rate to estimate the private information model of
Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) and investigate the disconnect between the exchange rate and macro fundamentals over both short and long horizons. We simulate the model with the estimated parameters and replicate
the methodology of three studies that document the disconnect empirically. The model is consistent with the
ﬁndings of the empirical literature, though for a different reason over short than long horizons. Over short horizons private information generates a true disconnect between exchange rates and macro fundamentals that accounts for empirical ﬁndings. Over long horizons the theory shows that exchange rate changes are mostly driven
by observed fundamentals, but empirical limitations in identifying this long-run relationship often lead to an appearance of disconnect in the data.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The disconnect between exchange rates and observed macro fundamentals has long been a puzzle in open economy macroeconomics. In
this paper we will consider the role of dispersed information in
explaining the puzzle. Speciﬁcally, we will bring a model of dispersed
information proposed by Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) to the
data to see how well it can account for the observed disconnect in the
data. A novelty of the paper is to use private information in the form
of opinions about the future direction of the Euro-Dollar exchange
rate expressed through Twitter from over four years of daily tweets.
This is a natural choice as Twitter has become a widely used platform
to express opinions and the importance of private information for the
determination of exchange rates is well established through the FX microstructure literature.1
Meese and Rogoff (1983a, 1983b) ﬁrst documented the disconnect
between exchange rates and fundamentals by showing that standard
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The seminal contribution by Evans and Lyons (2002) established a close relationship
between exchange rates and order ﬂow, with the latter seen as aggregating private information. Reviews of the FX microstructure literature can be found in Evans (2011), Evans
and Rime (2012), King et al. (2013) and Lyons (2001).
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fundamentals do not outperform the random walk in accounting for exchange rate ﬂuctuations. The literature since then has largely upheld
this ﬁnding. Speciﬁcally, the literature considers the ratio of mean
squared errors (or root mean squared errors) generated by a model versus the random walk. The errors represent the changes in the exchange
rate that are not accounted for by contemporaneous changes in the fundamentals. This is compared to errors generated by random walk expectations, where any exchange rate change is an error as the expected
change of the exchange rate is zero. The ﬁndings show that generally
the mean squared error is as large or larger for the model as it is for
the random walk. This inability of models to outperform the random
walk is known as the Meese Rogoff puzzle and is the result of the very
limited explanatory power of observed fundamentals (disconnect).2
The literature has documented the inability of contemporaneous
changes in fundamentals to account for exchange rate changes both
over short horizons (a month or quarter) and over longer horizons
(up to 5 years).
The Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) model accounts for the disconnect between exchange rates and observed fundamentals in two
ways. First, private information affects expectations of excess returns
that determine portfolio positions and thus affect exchange rates. This
2
A substantial literature has also considered vector error correction models where future exchange rate changes are predicted based on the current deviation of the exchange
rate from fundamentals. One can also produce mean squared error ratios for these models,
but they tell us more about the ability of the current exchange rate and fundamentals to
predict future exchange rate changes as opposed to fundamentals accounting for exchange rate ﬂuctuations contemporaneously. It is the lack of such a contemporaneous relationship that reﬂects the disconnect that is the focus here.
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private information cannot be observed by the econometrician. There is
a second effect of private information that is a little more subtle. The
model exhibits agent-speciﬁc portfolio shifts for reasons that are not observed, such as noise trade, liquidity trade, hedging trade, and so on. In
the absence of private information these portfolio shifts generally do not
have a big effect on asset prices. They affect asset prices through changes
in risk-premia, which are essentially third-order. But Bacchetta and van
Wincoop (2006) show that these portfolio shocks are signiﬁcantly ampliﬁed in the presence of private information due to rational confusion
about whether observed exchange rate changes are due to unobserved
private information about the future state of the economy or unobserved portfolio shocks. They show that the ampliﬁcation can be very
large. However, Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) do not confront
their model to the data. Their insights are purely theoretical and qualitative. In this paper we will make an attempt to bring data to bear by
using opinions expressed through Twitter.3
We take several steps to connect verbal tweets about the EuroDollar exchange rate to the model of Bacchetta and van Wincoop
(2006). We ﬁrst classify tweets as positive, negative or neutral about
the direction of the exchange rate. There is an existing literature related
to the stock market, reviewed below, which uses classiﬁcation methods
that are not speciﬁc to ﬁnancial markets and the language used by
traders in ﬁnancial markets. We instead develop a “dictionary” of
word combinations based on ﬁnancial lexicon used by traders in the
Euro-Dollar market to automate the interpretation of verbal tweets as
positive, negative or neutral.4 This leads to a measure of Twitter Sentiment, which is a daily measure based on all tweets during a day. To connect this to the model, we compute expectations of exchange rate
changes by the agents in the model and use cutoffs for expectations to
discretize them into directional beliefs: +1 (expected Euro appreciation), −1 (expected Euro depreciation) or 0 (neutral) for each agent.
We ﬁnally estimate the parameters of the model with the Simulated
Method of Moments, using various moments involving exchange rates
and Twitter Sentiment. These include the daily variance of Twitter sentiment, the disagreement across agents, directional moments that relate
Twitter Sentiment to the direction of future exchange rate changes, predictive correlations that relate Twitter Sentiment to actual future exchange rate changes, the contemporaneous relationship between
Twitter Sentiment and exchange rate changes as well as basic exchange
rate moments (standard deviation and autocorrelation).
We ﬁnd that the model cannot be rejected by the data and that the
Twitter Sentiment data contains important information about the joint
distribution of the key parameters of the information structure. These
include the precision of private signals and the volatility and persistence
of the noise (exogenous portfolio shocks) that affects exchange rates. It
is important to note that there is nothing about the structure of the
model that assures the outcome in terms of accounting for exchange
rate disconnect. If the private signals in the model are weak (have a sufﬁciently large signal error variance), we show that the model implies
that exchange rate changes are almost exclusively determined by observed fundamentals. The model is then unable to account for the
Meese-Rogoff puzzle. We should also emphasize that we do not use
mean squared error ratios to estimate the model. In fact, we do not
use any data on macro fundamentals to estimate the model. We consider the fundamental in the model to be a summary of macro fundamentals rather than a speciﬁc variable such as relative money.
After we estimate the model with Twitter Sentiment and exchange
rate data, we simulate it in order to produce mean squared error ratios
in a way that is consistent with what has been done in the empirical

literature. Speciﬁcally, we try to follow as close as possible the methodologies of three papers to produce these mean squared error ratios. The
papers are Rossi (2013), Cheung et al. (2005) and Cerra and Saxena
(2010). We choose them as they use respectively monthly, quarterly
and annual data. After we estimate the model, we can simulate it over
as many years as needed (matching the respective papers). While the
model is estimated with daily data, we aggregate to the frequencies
that have been considered in the literature. We consider both the
short-horizon relationships between exchange rates and fundamentals,
which correspond to the frequencies of these papers (monthly, quarterly, annual) and 4 or 5 year long-horizon relationships between
changes in the exchange rate and fundamentals. We ﬁnd that the
model does a very good job in accounting for the mean squared error ratios reported in the empirical literature.
This is not the ﬁrst paper that aims to extract information from social
media opinions to learn about asset prices. There is a literature that has
used messages from social media and the internet to predict stock
prices. This usually involves short data samples of no more than a
year. Results are based on regressions of stock price returns on either
“mood” states (like hope, happy, fear, worry, nervous, upset, anxious,
positive, negative) or an opinion about the direction of stock price
changes (along the line of positive, negative or neutral). Predictability
is considered at most a couple of days into the future. Papers focusing
on mood states, like Bollen et al. (2011), Zhang et al. (2011), Mittal
and Goel (2012) and Zhang (2013), use an entire sweep of all Twitter
messages, or random sets of messages, rather than messages speciﬁcally
related to ﬁnancial markets.5 Some of the literature prior to Twitter did
focus speciﬁcally on ﬁnancial messages. These include Antweiler and
Frank (2004) and Das and Chen (2007), who use message boards like
Yahoo!Finance, and Dewally (2003), who uses messages from newsgroups about US stocks.
This literature is purely empirical though and does not attempt to
link up to models of dispersed information. In addition, this literature
has not employed ﬁnancial jargon used by traders to classify messages.
Most of the literature uses supervised machine-based learning classiﬁers that are not speciﬁc to ﬁnancial markets at all, such as the Naive
Bayes algorithm. We will show that applying such methods to our Twitter data leads to a misleading interpretation of the messages that is of
little use. Tetlock (2007) has used a dictionary approach to consider
the ability of verbal text to predict stock prices. But it is based on the
Harvard IV dictionary that is not speciﬁcally related to ﬁnancial news.6
We should also emphasize that in contrast to this literature, we do not
use the Twitter data to forecast future exchange rates. The sample is
too short to do this. But we will show, even without applying a model,
that Twitter Sentiment predicts the direction of exchange rate changes
in a way that is statistically signiﬁcant.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we
describe the Twitter data and methodology used to translate opinionated tweets about the Euro-Dollar exchange rate into positive (+1),
negative (−1) and neutral (0) categories. We also show that Twitter
Sentiment contains information about the future direction of exchange
rate changes and discuss a variety of moments based on Twitter Sentiment that will be used to estimate the model. In Section 3 we describe
the Bachetta and van Wincoop (2006) model of exchange rate determination. Section 4 discusses how to connect the model to the data and
presents results from estimating the model with the Simulated Method
of Moments. Section 5 applies the estimation results to compute MeeseRogoff type mean squared error ratios and compares the results to ﬁndings from the empirical literature. Section 6 concludes.

3
Berger et al. (2008) also confront the Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) to the data,
using high frequency interdealer order ﬂow data. They show that the model is consistent
with the much stronger relationship between exchange rates and order ﬂow in the short
run than the long run.
4
We do not consider other currency pairs as there are far fewer opinionated tweets and
many are in different languages. But the overall method described here can certainly be
applied to other languages and currency pairs.

5
Mao et al. (2015) uses an entire sweep of messages to search for the words “bullish”
and “bearish” to classify tweets.
6
Moreover, it is applied to WSJ articles as opposed to the diverse opinions expressed by
a broad set of individuals on message boards and social media.
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2. Data and methodology
The objective is to translate daily verbal tweets that express opinions
about the Euro-Dollar exchange rate into a numerical measure of Twitter Sentiment (TS) that reﬂects expectations about the future direction
of the exchange rate. After a discussion about possible biases related to
the reasons for tweeting, we describe how we use a dictionary of ﬁnancial lexicon to measure Twitter Sentiment. We then provide evidence
from directional moments to reject the null hypothesis that the tweets
are pure guesses with no relation to the exchange rate. We also discuss
a broader set of moments involving Twitter Sentiment and exchange
rates that will be confronted with the theory in Section 4.
2.1. Why individuals tweet
Before we describe Twitter data and the steps of constructing Twitter Sentiment, a brief discussion of potential motivations by individuals
for tweeting their outlook is in order. While we acknowledge that it is
impossible to be certain about the true motivation of individuals for
tweeting their opinion about asset prices, we look for evidence in
the data.
As we will describe below, we will identify tweets that provide an
opinion about the direction of the Euro-Dollar exchange rate, which
we refer to as opinionated tweets. Of these, we restrict ourselves to
tweets from accounts that have at least 100 followers. Individuals who
have a signiﬁcant number of followers have less reason to risk their reputation by tweeting an opinion that does not match their beliefs. Most of
these tweets come from accounts of individuals that are directly involved in the FX market, which again makes it less likely that they
would put their reputation at stake by not revealing their true opinions
through their tweets. We know from self-provided descriptions of users
that most of the tweets are indeed from individuals directly involved in
the FX market. We randomly selected 1000 accounts from accounts
with at least 100 followers. Of these, 62 percent clearly identify themselves as connected to the FX market, with 29 percent of accounts
from businesses that offer FX related products and 33 percent identifying themselves as “traders” or “experts”.7 The businesses that offer FX
related products occasionally tweet their future outlook to showcase
their research and gain more subscribers for their business. The
“traders” may be motivated to share their views for the same reason
that a sports enthusiast enjoys sharing opinions with other sports
enthusiasts.
There are two potential ways in which motivations for tweeting can
generate biases that affect the analysis. The ﬁrst bias occurs when individuals are motivated to tweet something that does not correspond to
their actual beliefs. The second bias occurs when individuals are more
or less likely to tweet in a way that is correlated with their outlook for
the exchange rate. There is no way to know for sure whether these
biases play a signiﬁcant role as obviously the users do not reveal their
true motivations for tweeting. However, there are reasons to believe
that these biases may not be that critical, which we will now discuss.
First consider the bias associated with motivations to tweet an opinion that does not correspond to the individual’s true beliefs. We have already discussed that this would be inconsistent with reputational
concerns, especially since most of the tweets are from individuals directly involved in the FX market with a lot of followers. But even for
FX traders one could think of motivations that may dominate these reputational concerns. For example, traders who believe that the Euro will
appreciate in the medium run, and want to buy Euros, may post negative tweets about the Euro in the hope that others will sell the Euro.
They can then buy it at a better price. Apart from reputational concerns,
a counter argument to this is that the Euro-Dollar currency pair is one of
the most liquid ﬁnancial markets in the world. Very few individuals
7
Of the remaining 38%, 11% left their user description blank, while 27% provided a description not related to the FX market or provided a description in a foreign language.
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would therefore be able to inﬂuence the exchange rate through malicious tweets. Another possibility is that a trader is not motivated to
steer the exchange rate in a certain direction, but rather aims to attract
a response from others by sending out a strongly opinionated tweet
with the purpose of learning from the responses by others. We ﬁnd little
evidence of this though. Twitter provides a variable that shows if the
tweet is a reply to another tweet. Only 2.24 percent of opinionated
tweets about the Euro-Dollar exchange rate are a response to other
tweets. Another way that individuals could react to a tweet is to mark
it as favorite. In the data, only 6.85 percent of our opinionated tweets
are favored by at least one account. Finally, it may also be possible
that some are motivated to simply send random tweets, perhaps just
for the sake of participating and saying something or trolling. But we
will show in Section 2.5 that the average tweet is not random. It contains information about the future direction of the exchange rate. We
will also show that there is a close link between the exchange rate
and the average sentiment expressed through tweets. It is therefore
hard to argue that most tweets are just random noise.
The second type of bias occurs if people are more motivated to tweet
when they have particularly strong beliefs about the direction of the exchange rate. This can bias the average opinion. If this is the case, the percentage of neutral tweets is inversely related to the total number of
tweets. To test this, we separate the days into the bottom and top 25
percent in terms of the number of tweets. For days with few tweets
(bottom 25 percent), we classify 32.9 percent as neutral tweets. For
days with a large number of tweets (top 25 percent), 30.0 percent are
classiﬁed as neutral tweets. If there is any bias, it is clearly not very
large.8
2.2. Overall approach to computing twitter sentiment
It is important to describe in some detail how we translate verbal
tweets into a numerical Twitter Sentiment. We have used Twitter’s publicly available search tools since October 9, 2013, to download the
tweets in real time every half an hour. Every tweet includes the user
name, the number of followers of the individual who posted the
tweet, as well as the exact time and date that the tweet was posted.
We start with all Twitter messages that mention EURUSD in their text
and are posted between October 9, 2013 and December 31, 2017. We
only consider EURUSD because it is the most important currency pair
and there are far fewer tweets about other exchange rates. Moreover,
many of the tweets about the Japanese yen are in languages other
than English, for which we do not have a dictionary. Tweets that come
from individuals with less than 100 followers are excluded from the
dataset.9 As already discussed, accounts with a large number of followers have an incentive to preserve their reputation among their followers and are less likely to tweet random noise. There are on average
482 messages per day from distinct Twitter accounts that mention
EURUSD with at least 100 followers, for a total of 531,272 tweets.10
However, the bulk of these messages do not include an opinion about
the future direction in which the exchange rate will move. For example,
many mention changes in the Euro-Dollar exchange rate that have already happened or advertise a link to a web site discussing the EuroDollar exchange rate.
The next step then is to look for opinionated tweets that express a
positive, negative, or neutral outlook about the direction of the exchange rate. The exchange rate is dollars per Euro, denoted st in logs.
A positive sentiment therefore means an expected Euro appreciation,
while a negative sentiment indicates an expected Euro depreciation. A
8
We ﬁnd the same if we separate the tweets into those with more than the average
number of tweets (top 50%) and those with fewer than the average number of tweets
(bottom 50%).
9
The data moments are little changed if we set the minimum number of followers to
200, 300, 400 or 500.
10
Here we count multiple tweets from the same account during a day as one EURUSD
tweet.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of the daily number of tweets.

Fig. 2. Distribution of the number of followers.

neutral outlook indicates a lack of conviction or dependency of the outlook on the outcome of a future event. Numerically we measure a positive outlook as +1, a negative outlook as −1 and a neutral outlook as 0.
Unfortunately the tweets are not sufﬁciently precise to capture further
gradations. The tweets are also not precise about the horizon of the expectation, an issue to which we return in Section 4 when discussing the
connection to the theory.
In order to identify such opinionated tweets, and categorize them as
positive, negative or neutral, we search for many different word combinations. A number of recent papers, such as Tetlock (2007) and Da et al.
(2015), use Harvard IV-4 dictionary and word counting to conduct text
analysis. This approach is shown to be effective in analyzing the content
of ﬁnancial articles and Google search words. However, the dictionary is
not structured to capture the vocabulary used by investors. Since opinionated tweets about the exchange rate are usually posted by individuals that are directly involved in the FX market, there is a certain type
of lexicon that is found in most of these tweets. We identify this lexicon
by studying large numbers of tweets. We then go through several
rounds of improving our dictionary of ﬁnancial lexicon by comparing
the results from the automated classiﬁcation to that based on manual
classiﬁcation. We stopped making further changes when we found
only very few errors after manually checking 5000 tweets. We describe
this dictionary further below.
A day is deﬁned as the 24 h period that ends 12 noon EST. This corresponds well to our data on exchange rates as the Federal Reserve reports daily spot exchange rates at 12PM in New York. We allow only
one opinion for each Twitter account on any given day to ensure that
the measure of sentiment is not dominated by few individuals who express their opinion multiple times. When there are multiple tweets
from one account during a day, we only use the last tweet on that day.11
There are on average 40.4 such opinionated tweets per day, for a
total of 44,568 during our sample. Therefore only about 8.4% of all
tweets with the word EURUSD are opinionated tweets. Fig. 1 shows
the distribution of daily tweets. It varies a lot across days. The standard
deviation of the number of daily tweets is 22.4. The 44,568 opinionated
tweets come from 7,567 separate accounts, implying an average of 5.9
tweets per account over the entire 1103 day period of our sample. The
opinions are therefore from a very diverse set of individuals as opposed
to the same individuals repeating their opinions day after day. If the
44,568 tweets all came from individuals tweeting every day, there
would have been only 40 separate accounts. We are clearly capturing
a far more dispersed group of people expressing opinions. Fig. 2 shows

the distribution of the number of followers of accounts that posted opinionated tweets during the sample period, subject to the minimum of
100 followers.
We will denote the numerical Twitter Sentiment during day t by individual i as TSit. Fig. 3 shows the distribution of the three values (−1, 0
and 1) that individual Twitter Sentiment takes across the entire sample.
The distribution is quite even across the three values, although the percentage of negative values is somewhat larger than the percentage of
positive values. This is because the Euro depreciated by 21% during
this particular sample.
We also construct a daily Twitter Sentiment Index (TSI). It is computed by taking the simple average of the numerical Twitter Sentiment
across tweets during a day. We denote this as TSt on day t. So

11
On average 18.8% of tweets counted this way are from accounts from which multiple
tweets were sent during a day.

TSt ¼

nt
1X
TSi
nt i¼1 t

ð1Þ

where nt is the number of opinionated tweets on day t. We set the index
to 0 for trading days with no opinionated tweets.12 Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the daily TSI. Fig. 5 displays the cumulative TSI, accumulated
from the start of the sample, together with the EURUSD exchange rate
over the sample period. It shows that the cumulative TSI is closely related to the exchange rate, which provides a ﬁrst piece of evidence
that the TSI is not some random noise.
2.3. Financial lexicon
Tables B1 and B2 in Appendix B provide the list of all word combinations used to identify tweets as positive, negative or neutral. As can be
seen, there are various ways that a tweet can be identiﬁed to be in one
of the three categories. It might involve simply the combination of certain
words, or the combination of some words together with the explicit absence of other words (positive and negative word combinations).13 In
order to provide some perspective, Table 1 provides examples of tweets
and how they are categorized. The words in the tweet used to identify
them are underlined.
In Table 1, the ﬁrst tweet under the positive category is identiﬁed as
positive because investors use “higher high” to describe an uptrend in
12
This is the case for 42 days where no data was collected to due to technical difﬁculties
in the data collection system.
13
It is possible that a tweet has word combinations in more than one category. We classify a tweet with both positive and neutral word combinations as positive. Similarly, a
tweet with negative and neutral words combinations is classiﬁed as negative. A tweet with
both positive and negative word combinations is classiﬁed as neutral.
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Table 1
Examples of positive, neutral and negative tweets.
Score Category Text

Percent

30

20

10

0
-1

0

+1
+1
+1
+1
+1
+1

Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive

+1
+1

Positive
Positive

+1

Positive

0

Neutral

0

Neutral

0

Neutral

-1
-1
-1

Negative EUR/USD Set For Further Falls With Bullish Signal Missing.
Negative $EURUSD Risks Further Losses as Growth Outlook Deteriorates.
Negative $EURUSD The pair remain bearish and looking for 1.1922 area
when a 100% extension will happen.
Negative Stay Short $EURUSD, Long $USDJPY, & Resell $AUDUSD
Negative I expect $eurusd move lower, just not yet. Daily SRC
approaching 5% mark and FT already below -3.530 A Short near
1.3480 makes sense.
Negative EURUSD Downtrend Intact, Waiting for Sell Signal.
Negative ... said sell $EURUSD on interest rate differentials, TP 1.2800, SL
1.3700. Fair value at 1.3200. #TradersNotes #FX
Negative After ECB & Euro Squeeze,... Adds To $EURUSD Short Exposure.
Negative We re looking to big gap at usd pairs. #eurusd will fall to the
1.23 this week.

1

Fig. 3. Distribution of individual TS.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of daily Twitter Sentiment Index.

1

−60

1.1

1.2
EUR/USD

Accumulated TS
−50 −40 −30 −20

1.3

−10

0

1.4

the price charts. In this example, using the individual words to extract
the opinion could be misleading because the word “risk” might be
interpreted as a negative word and the word “high” by itself is not
enough to identify a positive opinion because investors use the word
combination “lower high” to describe a downtrend. The ﬁrst tweet
under the neutral category is placed in this category because the
words “might” and “sell” indicate lack of a deﬁnitive decision. Finally,

Jan14

Jan15

Jan16
Date

Accumulated TS

Jan17

Jan18

$EURUSD Risks Higher High on Dovish Fed.
$EURUSD: Buy dips near term.
Buy eurusd market 1.2370 Stop: 1.2230 Target : 1.2600
Looking to buy eurusd 1.1330
Stay Long $EURUSD For 1.3700; Add At 1.3474/64
$EURUSD is right between the two Fibonacci pivot points:
1.3520 and 1.3720. I remain bullish & eventually expect a rally
twd 1.4045 Fibo lvl
Stay calm, hold EURUSD long and USDJPY short
USD Will Resume Decline; Keep EUR/USD Long For A Run Above
1.40
Dollar to Face Further Losses on Dismal NFP- EURUSD to Target
1.3960
I might consider selling $EURUSD at 1.36 if we spike up.1st
probe the market with a small position, and add if we decide to
plunge aftrwrds.
EURUSD trading steady ahead of the Building Permits data from
the United States. FOMC Meeting Minutes on focus.
$EURUSD sits tight and awaits the FOMC ﬁreworks. Levels to
eye.

the ﬁrst tweet under the negative category is classiﬁed as bearish because the words “further” and “fall” indicate that the individual expects
the Euro to depreciate further against the dollar. We should note that
the tweet mentions the word “bullish,” which is a positive word. However, as mentioned earlier, we require the existence of certain words in
the absence of other words to place a tweet in a category. In this example, the tweet is not identiﬁed as positive because a tweet should mention “bullish” and not mention “missing” to be placed in the positive
category. This tweet is another example that highlights the signiﬁcance
of using word combinations instead of words to classify the opinionated
tweets.
It is important to note that using a dictionary that includes the lexicon of traders is crucial in correct classiﬁcation of the opinionated
tweets. General natural language tools are not well structured to catch
opinions of traders because they are trained to measure the sentiment
of conversational language. In order to show the important role of a ﬁnance dictionary, we used Google’s machine learning tool to classify
all opinionated tweets in our data sample. It measures the sentiment
of a given text and provides a score between −1 and +1. We follow
the score range guideline and place all the tweets within the score
range of −1 to −0.25 in the negative category, +0.25 to +1 in the positive category and the rest in the neutral category.
As an illustration of the ineffectiveness of such a general natural language tool, consider the tweets listed in Table 1.14 Out of 9 tweets listed
under the positive category, Google’s machine learning tool only identiﬁes the seventh tweet correctly. The ﬁrst six tweets are classiﬁed as
neutral and the last two tweets are classiﬁed as negative. Table 1 lists
three tweets under the neutral category. Machine learning identiﬁes

EUR/USD

Fig. 5. Daily twitter sentiment index and EUR/USD exchange rate.

14
The experiment can easily be replicated by visiting Google’s “Cloud Natural Language”
website.
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15

Table 2
Directional moments in the data.a

Directional moment

st+20 − st

st+40 − st

st+60 − st

0.0163
(0.0039)

0.0214
(0.0039)

0.0151
(0.0039)

10

a

the second tweet as positive and the rest as neutral. Finally, there are 9
tweets listed under the negative category. Machine learning only identiﬁes the ﬁrst two and the eighth tweet as negative. The rest are incorrectly identiﬁed as neutral and in the case of the sixth tweet it is
identiﬁed as positive. In the next section, which considers whether
tweets get the direction of the subsequent exchange rate change correct, we will further illustrate that our classiﬁcation scheme based on ﬁnancial lexicon is far superior to that based on Google’s machine
learning tool.

2.4. Directional moments
Table 2 reports directional moments, which capture how well tweets
predict the subsequent direction of the exchange rate change. These moments are computed as follows. Consider a tweet by agent i on day t. We
look at how well it can forecast the direction of the exchange rate change
over the next month, two months and three months. For example, st+40
− st is the change in the exchange rate over the next two months as
there are about 20 trading days in a month. If TSit = 1 and the subsequent
exchange rate change is positive (negative), we assign the tweet a +1
(−1). Similarly, if TSit = − 1 and the subsequent exchange rate change
is positive (negative), we assign the tweet a −1 (+1). So +1 will be
assigned if the direction is consistent with the Twitter Sentiment and
−1 if the direction is inconsistent with the sentiment. A zero is assigned
if TSit = 0, so that there is no directional opinion. We then take the average
across all the tweets in the sample. A positive number suggests that the
direction was more often correct than wrong, while a negative number
suggests the opposite.
In order to evaluate whether the tweets contain information about
the subsequent direction of the exchange rate, we consider the null hypothesis that the tweets contain no information at all and therefore consist of random guesses. Under that null hypothesis one can analytically
compute the standard deviation of directional moments. If the probability of posting a neutral tweet is p, then under random guessing the probability that a tweet is assigned a zero is p, while the probabilities of
assigning a +1 or −1 are both (1 − p)/2. In that case for each tweet
the expectation of the directional moment is zero, with a variance of 1
− p. We have 44568 tweets in our data sample, so the variance of the
1−p
directional moments over any time horizon is 44568
. Setting p = 0.3, as
30 percent of our tweets are neutral, the standard deviation of direcqﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tional moments under the null of guessing is 1−0:3
44568 ¼ 0:0039. The di-

rectional moments reported in Table 2 are all positive and are
respectively 4.2, 5.5 and 3.9 standard deviations away from zero for
the one month, two month and three month subsequent exchange
rate change. The null hypothesis of guessing is therefore strongly
rejected.
If we used Google’s machine learning tool, discussed in the previous
subsection, the same three directional moments reported in Table 2
would be respectively 0.0027, 0.0017 and −0.0039. These are all virtually zero and we would not be able to reject the null of guessing. This illustrates again that it is critical to be familiar with the wording used by
traders to properly interpret the tweets.

Percent

Directional moments are computed as the average over all tweets of a variable that is
+1 (−1) if the tweet correctly (incorrectly) predicts the direction of the subsequent exchange rate change and 0 if the tweet has a neutral opinion. Standard errors are in parentheses and are computed based on the assumption that individuals are uninformed about
the exchange rate and randomly tweet their guesses about the future direction of exchange rate.

5

0
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Fig. 6. Distribution of daily disagreement. Notes: Disagreement is deﬁned as the daily cross
sectional variance of Twitter Sentiment across the individuals.

2.5. Moments for model evaluation
In Section 4 we will confront the model of Section 3 with a variety of
data moments involving TSit, TSt and st. These moments are reported in
the ﬁrst column of Table 4. The ﬁrst moment is the variance of TSt. As
we discuss in the Online Appendix, in the model the average variance
of Twitter Sentiment is easier to compute than the average standard deviation. That is why we use the variance in the data as well. The next
moment is disagreement, which captures the extent to which opinions
differ among individuals during a particular day. It is the average across
the 1103 days of the cross sectional variance of TSit across the individuals. We again focus on the variance for easier comparison to the
model. We do not include the days for which the number of tweets is
0 or 1.15 Fig. 6 shows the distribution of the daily cross sectional
variance.
The next eight moments capture the relationship between Twitter
Sentiment and exchange rate changes. Four of these are the correlation
of the Twitter Sentiment Index with the change in the exchange rate
over the next 1, 20, 40 and 60 trading days. The next three moments
are the directional moments for 20, 40 and 60 day horizons, described
in Section 2.4. The next moment is the contemporaneous correlation between the weekly Twitter Sentiment Index and weekly changes in the
exchange rate. The weekly Twitter Sentiment Index TSw is deﬁned as
the average of the daily Twitter Sentiment Index over ﬁve trading
days in a week.
Finally, the last two moments are the standard deviation and
autocorrelation of the daily change in the exchange rate. The standard
deviation of the daily change in the exchange rate is in percent, so it is
0.53%=0.0053. The daily autocorrelation is −0.003, reﬂecting the near
random walk aspect of the exchange rate.

3. Model description
3.1. Some preliminaries
We will use the model of Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006) (from
hereon BvW). We will be relatively brief in the description as BvW develop the micro foundations and provide further details. Three aspects
of the model should be emphasized. First, agents rationally process all
public and private information to form expectations. Second, no a priori
assumption is made about the information quality. Speciﬁcally, we leave
open the possibility that private signals contain no useful information
15

There are 42 days during which we have less than two tweets.
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about the future. The private information in the model is exogenous and
takes the form of private signals. Third, we do not take a position on
where the information comes from. It may for example be related to different research ﬁndings, talking to different people in the market, reading different ﬁnancial news or perhaps even being exposed to different
tweets or other social media opinions.
It should be emphasized that the concept of a “tweet” does not exist
within the model. We interpret tweets as an expression of beliefs about
the direction of the exchange rate by a subset of agents. In the next section we will relate expectations of exchange rate changes that exist in
the model to directional beliefs expressed through tweets. There are
several reasons to take this approach. First, unless there is reason to believe that tweets are biased for reasons discussed in Section 2.1, modeling the motivation for tweeting will not provide new insights. For
example, people might tweet to advertise their investment research
services or simply because they enjoy the social media interaction
with others operating in the foreign exchange market. As we discussed
in Section 2.1, this does not necessarily cause any bias, such as tweets
that express views which differ from the investor’s true opinions. Second, we do not have hard data on the relative importance of various motivations for tweeting. Third, while it may be interesting to model
endogenous information acquisition with communication through
tweets, this would signiﬁcantly complicate the model without any
clear beneﬁt in the absence of known bias.
3.2. Model equations
The model focuses on the demand for Foreign bonds. Let biF, t be the
demand for Foreign bonds by agent i. There is a continuum of such
agents, with i ∈ [0, 1]. Since Foreign bonds are in zero net supply, the
market clearing condition is
Z
0

1

i

b F;t di ¼ 0

ð2Þ

Portfolio demand by agent i is
Eit stþ1 −st þ it −it
i
−bt
γσ 2

i

b F;t ¼

ð3Þ

Portfolio demand has two components. The ﬁrst depends on the
expected excess return on the Foreign bonds, divided by the product
of absolute risk aversion γ and the variance of the excess return. st is
the log exchange rate (Home currency per unit of Foreign currency), it
and it∗ are the Home and Foreign nominal interest rates. The conditional
variance of st+1 is σ2, which is the same for all agents.
The second term in the portfolio is unrelated to expected returns. In
BvW it represents a hedge against non-asset income. In the literature it
has alternatively been modeled as noise trade or liquidity trade. What
matters is its aggregate across agents:
Z
bt ¼

0

1

i

bt di

ð4Þ

for which we assume an AR process:
bt ¼ ρb bt−1 þ εbt

ð5Þ

where εbt ∼ N(0, σ2b). bt represents the noise that is present in all noisy
rational expectations models. In equilibrium the exchange rate will be
affected by both shocks to bt and private information about future fundamentals. By assuming that bt is unobservable (only its AR process is
known), the equilibrium exchange rate will not reveal the aggregate
of private information in the market. We also follow BvW by assuming
that bit contains no information about the average bt.
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Standard money demand equations are assumed:
mt ¼ pt þ yt −αit

ð6Þ

mt ¼ pt þ yt −αit

ð7Þ

mt is the log money demand, which must equal the log of money
supply. yt is log output. pt is the log price level. The analogous variables
for the Foreign country are denoted with a * superscript. Using PPP (pt
= st + pt∗), subtracting these equations yields
it −it ¼

1
ðst − f t Þ
α

ð8Þ

where ft = (mt − mt∗) − (yt − yt∗) is the traditional fundamental.16
Since the exchange rate is an I(1) variable in the data, the fundamental
is assumed to be I(1) as well. We assume
f t − f t−1 ¼ ρð f t−1 − f t−2 Þ þ εtf

ð9Þ

where εft ∼ N(0, σ2f ). The fundamental and its process are known to
all agents. We will also write the fundamental as ft = D(L)εft, where
i−1
D(L) = ∑∞
is an inﬁnite order polynomial in the lag operator
i=1diL
L, with di = 1 + ρ + ⋯ + ρi−1. Agents know the values of all current
and past fundamental innovations.
R1
Denote Et stþ1 ¼ 0 Eit stþ1 di as the average expectation across agents.
Substituting (3) and (8) into the market clearing condition (2), we have
Et stþ1 −

1þα
1
st þ f t ¼ γσ 2 bt
α
α

ð10Þ

Imposing the market clearing condition (10) allows us to solve for
the equilibrium exchange rate. The right hand side of (10), γσ2bt, is
the average expected excess return on the Foreign bonds, which is the
average risk-premium. Therefore, as assumed, bt must be stationary as
otherwise the risk premium becomes unbounded.
Finally, agents receive private signals about future values of the fundamental:
vit ¼ f tþT þ εv;i
t

ð11Þ

i
∼ N(0, σ2v ). As usual in the noisy rational expectations literawhere εv,
t
ture, the average of the signal errors is assumed to be zero across agents.
(11) says that each period each agent receives a signal about the
value of the fundamental T periods later. This is equivalent to assuming
that agents receive a signal about the growth rate ft+T − ft of the fundamental over the next T periods. At time t agents will not just use their
latest signal vit to forecast future fundamentals, but all signals from the
last T periods. The signal at time t − T + 1 remains informative about
ft+1.
We leave a discussion of the solution of the model to Appendix A as
this is a bit technical. The solution takes the following form:

f
þ BðLÞεbt
st ¼ AðLÞεtþT

ð12Þ

i−1
i−1
and B(L) = ∑∞
are polynomials in
where A(L) = ∑∞
i=1aiL
i=1biL
the lag operator L. The exchange rate therefore depends on past, current
and future innovations of the fundamental ft as well as current and past
16
This equation is obviously a signiﬁcant simpliﬁcation. PPP does not hold in the data as
the real exchange rate is very volatile. Moreover, (8) implies a linear relationship between
the exchange rate and the observed fundamental ft and interest differential that we do not
see in the data. More generally, there should be additional terms in (8) that are related to
deviations from PPP and monetary policy shocks. This would add additional observed fundamentals beyond ft to the model. Here we follow BvW and focus on the disconnect between the exchange rate and the single observed fundamental ft. We do not include the
interest differential as an observed fundamental as the interest differential is endogenous
and (8) is obviously oversimpliﬁed.
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noise innovations. The future innovations in the fundamental ft enter as
a result of private information.
As discussed in the Appendix A, from the solution of the exchange
rate we derive expectations of future exchange rates by individual
agents in the model:

Using that Eit(st+T − st)/σE has a N(0, 1) unconditional distribution,
and that

t stþk þ z0 Mwi
Eit stþk ¼ E
t
k

it must be that

ð13Þ

i
v, i
where zk = (ak+1, … ,aT+k,bk+1, … ,bT+k)′, wit = (0, … ,0,εv,
t , … ,εt−T+1)′
and the average expectationEt stþk can be written as a function of past and
future innovations of the fundamental ft and noise innovations. So the expectation of the future exchange rate st+k by an individual agent is equal to
the average expectation of all agents plus an idiosyncratic component zk′
Mwit that depends on the signal errors of that agent.

We will use data on Twitter Sentiment and exchange rates to estimate the parameters of the model. We ﬁrst discuss how to compute
Twitter Sentiment in the theory and then describe the estimation of
model parameters through the Simulated Method of Moments.
4.1. Computing TS in the theory
The tweets in the data express directional beliefs about changes in
the exchange rate without a stated horizon. We will assume that the horizon corresponds to T in the model as this is the period over which
agents have private information. Agents have no information of model
innovations beyond T periods. The model provides no guidance in
how to translate expectations of st+T − st into the numeric values −1,
0 and 1. But it is natural that sufﬁciently large positive (negative) expectations of st+T − st are interpreted as a positive (negative) sentiment,
while intermediate expectations are neutral. We will therefore use the
following measure of Twitter Sentiment in the theory. For agent i, we set
if
if
if

Eit ðstþT −st ÞNc
−c ≤Eit ðstþT −st Þ≤c
Eit ðstþT −st Þb−c

ð14Þ

We therefore assign an opinion of +1 if the expected change in the
exchange rate is above the cutoff c, so that agents are sufﬁciently conﬁdent that the Euro will appreciate. Analogously, we assign a −1 if the
expected change is below −c and 0 otherwise.
What remains is to identify the proper value for the cutoff c. Let π be
the fraction of all observations in the data for which TSit is 0. We equate
this to the unconditional probability of drawing a 0 in the model:


Prob −c ≤Eit ðstþT −st Þ≤c ¼ π

ð15Þ

Since
Eit ðstþT −st Þ ¼ Et ðstþT −st Þ þ z0T Mwit

ð16Þ

we can compute the unconditional variance of this expectation as
t stþT −st þ z0 MRM0 zT
σ 2E ¼ varEit stþT −st ¼ var E
T

!
¼π

 
−c
1−π
¼
Φ
σE
2

ð18Þ

ð19Þ

where Φ(.) is the cumulative normal distribution. Therefore
c ¼ −σ E Φ−1



1−π
2


ð20Þ

In the data we have π = 0.3025.

4. Estimation model parameters

8
>
<1
TSit ¼ 0
>
:
−1

c Eit ðstþT −st Þ c
≤
≤
Prob −
σE
σE
σE

ð17Þ

where varðEt ðstþT −st ÞÞ is computed by ﬁrst writing the average expectation as a linear function of all shocks εft+T−s and εbt−s with s ≥ 0 and
then taking the unconditional variance. R is a 2T by 2T matrix with σ2v
on the last T elements of the diagonal and zeros otherwise.

4.2. Simulated method of moments
Table 4 lists 12 moments. Eleven of these moments are used to estimate the model parameters. The standard deviation of the daily change
in the exchange rate is separately used for scaling purposes as discussed
below. We estimate the model using the Simulated Method of Moments. The parameters are chosen in order to minimize the objective

0


−1
mdata −mmodel ðνÞ Σ
mdata −mmodel ðν Þ

ð21Þ

Here mdata is the vector of data moments and mmodel(ν) are the corresponding moments in the model. The latter are a function of the vector ν of model parameters. Σ−1 is a weighting matrix, where Σ
corresponds to the variance of the vector of moments. We compute Σ
from the data by block bootstrapping the data 1000 times with block
lengths of 60 days.
The parameters are found by minimizing the objective. It then has a
chi-square distribution with degrees of freedom equal to the number of
moments minus number of parameters. We obtain 95 percent conﬁdence intervals for the parameters by using that a change in one parameter from its estimated value, while re-estimating the other parameters,
leads to a change in the objective that has a χ2(1) distribution. More
generally, simultaneously setting n parameters at speciﬁc values leads
to a change in the objective that has a χ2(n) distribution.
We only estimate three parameters, which are all critical to the information structure: σb, ρb and σv. σv tells us the quality of the private
signals vit. σb and ρb tell us how well the agents share their private information with each other. The sharing of information occurs through the
exchange rate, which will be affected by private information about future fundamentals. A lower volatility of noise innovations, as well as
lower persistence of the noise, implies better sharing of private information about future fundamentals through the exchange rate.
The other parameters, which we do not estimate, are α, γ, σf, ρ and T.
There are varying reasons for not estimating these. First consider α. As
shown in BvW, we can write the exchange rate as the present
discounted value of current and future fundamentals f and noise b.
The discount rate in this present value equation is α/(1 + α). Engel
and West (2005) report a variety of estimates of this discount rate,
which are close to 0.98 for quarterly data. We therefore set α = 2969
to generate a 0.98 quarterly discount rate: (2969/2970)60 = 0.98.
Next consider γ. From (10) it can be seen that γ enters the model multiplied by bt. As a result of this we can only estimate γσb. We therefore
normalize γ = 1 and estimate σb. If instead one wishes to set γ = 10
the reported estimate for σb simply needs to be divided by 10. Given
the other parameters, we always set σf to match the observed standard
deviation of the daily exchange rate change. There is a scaling feature of
the model whereby multiplying σf and σv by a factor q, while dividing σb
by q increases the standard deviation of the change in the exchange rate
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by a factor q without affecting any of the other moments. Since the other
moments, which are our focus, remain unaltered by this rescaling, we
exploit this degree of freedom by setting σf appropriately such that
the standard deviation of Δs in the data is matched in the model.
We did attempt to estimate the last two parameters, ρ and T. But we
chose to set ρ = 0 and report the results for three values of T: T = 20
(one month horizon), T = 60 (three month horizon) and T = 240
(one year horizon). Regarding ρ, we ﬁnd that the objective function remains very little affected when we change it from 0 to 0.9. We ﬁrst estimated ρ jointly with the other three parameters of the information
structure. But we ﬁnd that when changing ρ away from its estimated
value, considering values of ρ from 0 to 0.9 (each time re-estimating
the other parameters), the objective changes very little and none of
these values of ρ can be rejected (p-values are larger than 0.20). Setting
ρ = 0 has a p-value greater than 0.86 for all three values of T. Since
clearly we cannot reject a simple random walk in the fundamental,
and more generally the Twitter data are not informative about ρ, we
set ρ = 0. We also considered estimating T by considering all values
from T = 20 to T = 240, in steps of 10, each time re-estimating the
other parameters. The objective is lowest for T = 90. However, we are
unable to reject T = 20, T = 60 and T = 240 at 95 percent conﬁdence,
with p-values of respectively 0.0524, 0.31 and 0.067. Twitter data is
therefore consistent with a very wide range of values for T. But since
the horizon matters for the disconnect results discussed in the next section, we report results for all three values of T.
4.3. Estimated parameters
Table 3 reports the estimated parameters σb, ρb and σv as well as
their 95 percent conﬁdence intervals. First note that the estimate of σv
is much larger for T = 240 than T = 20. This is simply because agents
have 12 times as many private signals when T = 240. Each of these signals must therefore be of lower quality to obtain comparable private information. Also note that the values of ρb are all close to 1. But one must
keep in mind that this is the persistence based on daily data. It implies a
half life of bt, and therefore the FX risk premium, of respectively 3.2, 5.8
and 8.6 months for T = 20,60,240.
With the exception of ρb when T is 20 or 60, the 95 percent conﬁdence intervals for the parameters are very wide. It would appear that
we have learned very little about the parameter values from the Twitter
data, but this is not correct. We need to look at the three parameters
jointly as they are closely interconnected. This is illustrated in Fig. 7,
which reports 95 percent conﬁdence regions of the parameters. Since
it is hard to visualize the three-dimensional 95 percent conﬁdence region for all three parameters jointly, Fig. 7 shows instead the 95 percent
conﬁdence regions of [1/σv,σb] for different values of ρb that span most
of the unconditional conﬁdence interval for ρb reported in Table 3. These
are really intersections of the three-dimensional conﬁdence region involving all three parameters. The areas are found by using that the
change in the objective function when setting all three parameters has
a chi-square distribution with three degrees of freedom. For the purpose
of these conﬁdence regions we report 1/σv, which is the precision of private signals, rather than σv itself. A higher value implies higher precision, so a higher quality of private signals.
Consider the case where T = 240. Since ρb can take on almost any
value from 0 to 1 (Table 3), we report the 95 percent conﬁdence region
of [1/σv, σb] for both the estimated value of ρb of 0.996 and for ρb = 0. In
both cases the conﬁdence region has a narrow elliptical shape. Although
a wide range of possible values of both 1/σv and σb is acceptable, they
need to be moved in tandem. Signiﬁcantly raising one parameter,
while keeping the other unchanged, is strongly rejected by the data.
The moments tell us that it is hard to distinguish between an information structure where 1/σv and σb are both small and both large. When
they are both small, agents have poor quality private signals, but share
their private information well among each other through the exchange
rate signal as the noise shocks are small. If instead 1/σv and σb are both
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Table 3
Model parameters.

σv
σb
ρb

T = 20

T = 60

T = 240

0.2236
(0.017–0.514)
0.0645
(0.031–0.779)
0.9893
(0.909–0.996)

0.7051
(0.167–2.531)
0.0463
(0.011–0.221)
0.9940
(0.980–0.996)

3.3000
(1.000–22.300)
0.0337
(0.012–4.450)
0.9960
(0.000–0.999)

large, agents have good quality private signals, but do not share this information well among each other through the exchange rate signal as
the noise is large. One can think of these opposite information structures
in terms of two rooms of people sharing information with each other.
People enter room 1 with relatively poor quality information, but are
able to share information with each other very well. By contrast, people
enter room 2 with good quality information, but do not learn much additional information by talking to each other as the room is very noisy.
The people may walk out of these two rooms with similar information
quality. It is therefore no surprise that these seemingly different information structures are hard to distinguish with the Twitter data.
Chart B of Fig. 7 shows that lowering ρb all the way to zero, so that
the noise is iid, has little effect on the possible range of 1/σv but leads
to an enormous increase in acceptable values of σb. So the data also
connot distinguish between information structures where the noise is
large because ρb is large and the noise is large because σb is large. Lowering ρb to zero improves the information quality as there will be more
rapid learning about the noise shocks. The data tells us that this is acceptable as long as we signiﬁcantly raise the size of the noise innovations at the same time, which has the exact opposite effect on the
information quality from exchange rate signals.
It is also clear from Charts A and B of Fig. 7 that the model strongly
rejects many information structures, especially ones where 1/σv is
small and σb large (upper left) or 1/σv is large and σb is small (lower
right). In the former case agents have poor private information and
learn little from each other. In the second case agents start off with
good quality private information, which gets even better because of
good quality exchange rate signals. These two extremes have in common that the agents do not disagree a lot, either because they all have
little information about future fundamentals or because they all have
very good information. Both are inconsistent with the signiﬁcant disagreement that we see in the data.
Chart C of Fig. 7 shows results when instead T = 20. In this case
Table 3 shows that the 95 percent conﬁdence interval of ρb is a narrower
[0.91,0.995]. Correspondingly, Chart C shows 95 percent conﬁdence regions for [1/σv,σb] corresponding to three values of ρb that span most of
this interval: ρb = 0.93 (upper right), ρb = 0.95 (middle) and ρb =
0.9893 (lower left, corresponding to point estimate for ρb). Chart C of
Fig 7 shows that it is acceptable to increase σb (weakening the information quality of the exchange rate) as long as we simultaneously lower ρb
(strengthen the information quality of the exchange rate) and raise 1/σv
(strengthen the information quality of the private signals).
The reason for the narrower range of ρb for T = 20 (compared to T =
240) is as follows. Agents do not know the noise innovations from the
past T periods (earlier noise innovations can be extracted from exchange
rate before that). If we lower ρb too much, we will learn the value of the
past T noise shocks too quickly with T = 20. Exchange rates from about
15–20 days ago are then driven by noise shocks from 15–20 days ago
about which we know a lot today. These exchange rates also depend
on the fundamental shocks over the next 1–5 days, about which we
will then have learned a lot as well. This implies that forward correlations
are too high for short horizons (e.g. the 1-day forward correlation), especially in comparison to longer horizons.17 When T = 240, learning about
17
It also leads to a weekly contemporaneous correlation between average Twitter Sentiment and the exchange rate change that is too high.
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Fig. 7. 95 Percent conﬁdence regions of the parameters.

the noise shocks is much more gradual even when ρb = 0 as then the exchange rate is driven by 480 unknown innovations: noise shocks during
the past 240 days and future fundamental innovations over the next 240
trading days. This makes it much harder to extract information about the
value of individual noise shocks.
Finally, Chart D of Fig. 7 shows two 95 percent conﬁdence regions
when T = 60. These correspond to respective ρb = 0.985 and ρb =
0.994 (the point estimate). Chart D shows that given ρb there is again
a close positive relationship between σb and 1/σv. We can lower the information quality by raising the noise volatility as long as we also raise
the information quality by raising the precision of the private signals.
The results are reported for two values of ρb that are close together as
the 95 percent conﬁdence interval reported in Table 3 is quite narrow:
[0.98,0.996]. This is even much narrower than in the case of T = 20
and in sharp contrast to the case where T = 240, where almost any
value of ρb on the unit interval is acceptable.
The logic behind the narrow unconditional conﬁdence interval for
ρb when T = 60 is as follows. The data moments (Table 4) show that
the forward correlations rise as the forecast horizon for the exchange
rate goes up from 20 days to 40 days to 60 days. Moreover Table 5
shows that these three forward correlations are mutually highly correlated. While the level of the forward correlations is not precise from
the data, the ordering is precise in that a longer forecast horizon implies a higher forward correlation. But this feature of the data is
hard to square with the model when T = 60 and ρb is less than
0.98. In that case we have learned a lot about the noise shocks 40 to
60 days ago, making exchange rates over that period very informative
about fundamental innovations over the next 20 days. But we have
not learned much yet about the noise innovations over the past 20
days, making exchange rates over the past 20 days not terribly informative about fundamental innovations 40 to 60 days from now. This
leads to forward correlations over 20 days that are too high relative
to those over 40 and 60 days.

4.4. Model moments
Table 4 shows the moments in the data and the model. It also reports
the standard errors of the moments. But the objective function depends
on the entire covariance structure of the data moments. The correlation
matrix of the moments is therefore reported as well, in Table 5. Table 5
shows that some of the moments are highly correlated. The variance of
Twitter Sentiment and disagreement are substantially negatively
Table 4
Data and model moments.
Data

Standard Error

Model
T = 20

T = 60

T = 240

Variance of twitter sentiment
0.0696
(0.0069)
TSt

0.0689

0.0667

0.0686

Disagreement
Mean

0.6154

(0.0127)

0.6170

0.6161

0.6160

Predictive correlations
TSt, st+1 − st
0.0349
TSt, st+20 − st
0.0423
TSt, st+40 − st
0.1085
TSt, st+60 − st
0.1148

(0.0240)
(0.0594)
(0.0713)
(0.0657)

0.0392
0.0633
0.0431
0.0339

0.0331
0.0800
0.0813
0.0694

0.0177
0.0671
0.0828
0.0883

Directional moments
TSt, st+20 − st
0.0163
TSt, st+40 − st
0.0214
TSt, st+60 − st
0.0151

(0.0178)
(0.0191)
(0.0206)

0.0150
0.0110
0.0096

0.0215
0.0234
0.0222

0.0264
0.0344
0.0393

Weekly contemporaneous correlation
TSw, st − st−4
0.2874
(0.0604)

0.2353

0.2418

0.1615

Exchange rate moments
Auto corr. Δs
−0.0030
St. dev. Δs
0.5341

0.0189
0.5341

0.0192
0.5341

0.0194
0.5341

11.1516

8.3972

10.7583

Objective

(0.0403)
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Table 5
Correlation matrix of data moments.

(1) Variance TS
(2) Disagreement
(3) Corr F1
(4) Corr F20
(5) Corr F40
(6) Corr F60
(7) Dir F20
(8) Dir F40
(9) Dir F60
(10) Weekly Corr.
(11) AutoCorr ER

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

1.00
−0.67
0.40
0.19
0.25
0.26
0.24
0.29
0.26
−0.02
−0.16

1.00
−0.25
−0.20
−0.22
−0.24
−0.34
−0.41
−0.32
−0.05
0.09

1.00
0.27
0.37
0.40
0.35
0.30
0.40
0.32
−0.06

1.00
0.89
0.85
0.70
0.69
0.62
0.39
−0.12

1.00
0.96
0.68
0.75
0.66
0.56
−0.21

1.00
0.71
0.75
0.71
0.51
−0.11

1.00
0.84
0.84
0.28
0.04

1.00
0.94
0.35
0.05

1.00
0.24
0.16

1.00
−0.19

1.00

Table 6
Point estimate and conﬁdence interval of parameters after excluding some moments.a
σv
All moments

Exclude Var(TS) and
disagreement
Exclude directional
moments
Exclude weekly correlation

Exclude forward
correlations

Point estimate
95% Conﬁdence interval
range
Point estimate
95% Conﬁdence interval
range
Point estimate
95% Conﬁdence interval
range
Point estimate
95% Conﬁdence interval
range
Point estimate
95% Conﬁdence interval
range

σb

ρb

3.3000 0.0337 0.9960
0.9354 0.0097 0.0043
3.3567 0.0382 0.9958
3.1262 0.0300 0.0145
3.3034 0.0307 0.9974
1.0286 0.0097 0.0036
3.2561 0.0354 0.9961
1.1482 0.0123 0.0047
3.3169 0.0295 0.9974
1.2186 0.0111 0.0040

a
Conﬁdence intervals are computed conditional on other parameters at their point
estimate.

correlated (−0.67). As already pointed out, the forward correlations are
substantially correlated as well, especially for 20, 40 and 60-day forward
correlations, where correlations are 0.85, 0.89 and 0.96. The same is the
case as well for the three directional moments.
The values of the objective function are shown at the bottom of
Table 4. The objective has a χ2 distribution with 8 degrees of freedom
(11 moments minus 3 parameters). At the 5 percent signiﬁcance level
the cutoff is 15.5. For all values of T the objective function is well
below that, so that we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the
model is correct. Overall the model therefore does a good job matching
the moments, taking into account their correlation structure. The most
precisely measured moments are the variance of Twitter Sentiment
and disagreement, where model moments are in all cases very close to
those in the data. For the predictive correlations, the standard errors
of the data moments are substantial, but more important is that these
moments are highly correlated (Table 5), so that their increase with
the horizon is an important feature of the data. This is especially well
matched when T = 240. The directional moments, as well as the weekly
contemporaneous correlation, are also consistent with the data.18 The
model also implies near random walk behavior of the exchange rate
(autocorrelation of daily exchange rate changes near zero), consistent
with the data.

In order to address what role the model moments play in the estimation of the parameters, we consider removing model moments in four
groups of related moments. The ﬁrst group has the variance of Twitter
Sentiment and disagreement. The second group has the directional moments, the third has just the weekly contemporaneous correlation,
while the last group contains all forward correlations. In principal one
would like to consider the impact of removing moments on the entire
joint 95 percent conﬁdence region of the three parameters. Since this is
hard to visualize, we instead consider the impact of removing these
groups of moments on the point estimates, the unconditional distribution
of the parameters (as in Table 3) and the conditional distribution of the parameters (holding the other parameters ﬁxed at estimated values). The
latter measures the width, length or height of the three dimensional conﬁdence region when starting at the estimated parameters.
Three conclusions can be drawn. First, the point estimates change
very little when removing any of these groups of moments. This
means that none of the moments are critical to the precise values of
the point estimates. This is illustrated in Table 6 for the case of T =
240. Second, consistent with the intuition discussed above, removing
the forward correlations signiﬁcantly widens the unconditional distribution of ρb in the case where T = 20 or T = 60. The region becomes
[0.79,0.996] when T = 20 and [0.71,0.996] when T = 60. As discussed,
while the forward correlations individually have signiﬁcant standard errors, their high mutual correlation narrows the range of acceptable ρb.
Third, only for the ﬁrst group of moments (variance Twitter Sentiment
and disagreement) is the conditional distribution of parameters signiﬁcantly widened when we drop them. This is illustrated in Table 6 for the
case of T = 240. For all three parameters the range of the conditional
conﬁdence interval is slightly more than tripled. This tells us that
these moments are critical to the overall joint precision of the
parameters.
5. Meese-Rogoff results
In this section we will ﬁrst describe Meese-Rogoff type moments
that are commonly reported in the empirical literature. They take the
form of MSE (mean squared error) ratios. We then discuss various
MSE ratios that can be computed based on the theory with the estimated parameters and compare them to MSE ratios that have been reported in the empirical literature. We do so separately for MSE ratios
based on short-run and long-run relationships between exchange
rates and fundamentals.
5.1. Results from empirical studies

18
For the directional moments it is important to point out that the standard errors reported are much larger than those in Table 2. In Table 2 we report the standard errors conditional on tweets containing no information about future exchange rates. The standard
errors would be similarly small in the model if we got rid of the private information (set
σv very large). But the standard errors are substantially larger once private information
is introduced in the model and similar to the standard errors reported in Table 4 based
on the data.

The empirical literature considers two different types of regressions.
One type, which we will focus on, considers the contemporaneous relationship between changes in the exchange rate and changes in macro
fundamentals such as the money supply and output. This relates directly
to the question of disconnect: how strong is the connection between
changes in the exchange rate and changes in observed fundamentals.
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Table 7
Summary of assumptions in the empirical papers.

Data frequency
Observations
Estimation method
Long-term forecast horizon
Long-term forecast period

Rossi (2013)

Cheung et al. (2005)

Cerra and Saxena (2010)

Monthly
1957,m02–2011,m05
Recursive rolling half sample
4 years
Second half sample

Quarterly
1973,q2 - 2000,q4
Rolling 39 quarters
5 years
1983q1–2000q4

Annual
1960–2004
Start with 23 years and recursively increase estimation period
5 years
4 non-overlapping ﬁve years (starts 1983)

The second type of regression uses error correction speciﬁcations. These
are purely predictive relationships that tell us how much the exchange
rate is expected to change over a future horizon based on the current
deviation of the exchange rate st from β′ft, where ft is a vector of fundamentals and β is a vector of coefﬁcients. Since our interest here is in the
disconnect question rather than exchange rate forecasting, we will focus
on the contemporaneous relationship between changes in exchange
rates and fundamentals.
The empirical literature usually proceeds as follows. First a relationship between the change in the exchange rate and fundamentals is estimated based on the ﬁrst L data points in the sample:
st −st−1 ¼ α þ β0 ð f t −f t−1 Þ þ εt

ð22Þ

Then this relationship is used to “predict” out of sample. It is important to emphasize that the term “predict”, as well as the term “forecast”
used below, is in fact a misnomer as in reality the actual future fundamentals are used to “predict” what the change in the exchange rate
will be. Rather than telling us something about the predictability of future exchange rates, this relationship sheds light on the explanatory
power of observed macro fundamentals for changes in the exchange
rate. For example, to what extent can the change in the exchange rate
from January to February be explained by the change in the relative
money supply from January to February?
For illustrative purposes, let the data frequency be monthly. Then
the one-month out of sample prediction is
^ 0 ð f tþ1 − f t Þ
^ þβ
α

ð23Þ

^ are the estimated parameters. The one-year out of sample
^ and β
where α
prediction is
0

^ ð f tþ12 −f t Þ
^ þβ
12α

ð24Þ

This is then compared to the actual change in the exchange rate over
this period, respectively st+1 − st and st+12 − st for the examples above.
The error is recorded, which is the difference between the “predicted”
and actual change in the exchange rate.
It is most common to repeat this with recursive rolling regressions.
The sample each time is shifted forward one period, the regression is repeated, new forecasts and forecast errors are computed. This continues
until the forecast reaches the end of the data sample. The MSE (mean
squared error) is the mean of the squared forecast errors. An MSE
ratio is computed by dividing the MSE to what it would be if the RW
(random walk) forecast were used, in which case the forecasted change
in the exchange rate is always zero.
There are various aspects of this approach that vary across papers in
the literature. First, the frequency of the data varies, usually monthly,
quarterly or annual. Second, the length of the data sample varies across
papers. Third, the length of the sample L over which estimation takes
place varies. In addition, some papers do not recursively roll the sample,
but instead hold the ﬁrst period of the estimation sample ﬁxed and keep
adding to the end of the estimation period. In that case the length of the
estimation sample gradually increases. Fourth, the forecast period
varies. When the forecast period is equal to the data frequency, we
refer to it as a short-term forecast: one-month ahead forecasts with

monthly data, one-quarter ahead forecasts with quarterly data. But
often long-term forecasts are considered as well, where the forecast period is much longer than the data frequency. The exact forecast horizon
can vary across papers. A ﬁnal difference relates to the set of fundamentals included in the vector f.
We will compare the results from the model to three papers: Rossi
(2013), Cheung et al. (2005) and Cerra and Saxena (2010). The details
associated with these papers are reported in Table 7. They use respectively monthly, quarterly and annual exchange rate data. The length of
the data sample is respectively 54.4 years, 27.9 years and 45 years. Regarding parameter estimation, Rossi (2013) and Cheung et al. (2005)
use recursive rolling with L equal to respectively 326 months (27.2
years) and 39 quarters (9.8 years). Cerra and Saxena (2010) start with
an estimation sample of 23 years and then each time add one year to
the estimation sample instead of recursive rolling. Long-horizon forecasts are over 4 years in Rossi (2013) and 5 years in the other two papers. The set of fundamentals also varies across the papers. For Cerra
and Saxena (2010) we consider results where relative money and relative output are used as fundamentals (their model E). For Rossi (2013)
we consider results based on their monetary model: relative interest
rate, relative money and relative output. For Cheung et al. (2005) we
consider results when the fundamentals include the relative interest
rate, relative money, relative output and relative inﬂation (their sticky
price model).
Results from these three papers are reported in the last row of
Tables 8 and 9. All results are in terms of MSE ratios. Rossi (2013)
and Cerra and Saxena (2010) report RMSE (root mean squared
error) ratios. We square these results to translate them to MSE
form. Rossi (2013) and Cheung et al. (2005) report results for various
currency pairs (all relative to the dollar). In Tables 8 and 9 we show a
range for these papers, which reﬂects the variation across these currency pairs. For Cerra and Saxena (2010) we report the ﬁndings
when using the sample of all low inﬂation episodes. Their paper
stands out for the large number of countries used, a total of 98. This
includes countries with ﬁxed exchange rate systems. They report results when combining the forecast errors of all these countries.19 It is
evident from Table 8 that the model does not outperform the random
walk over relatively short horizons of one month, one quarter and
one year. MSE ratios tend to be close to 1. Over the longer horizons
of 4 or 5 years, we see in Table 9 that in only one paper, Cerra and
Saxena (2010), the model substantially outperforms the RW, with
an MSE ratio of 0.56. The better long-horizon performance in Cerra
and Saxena (2010) is likely due to both the much broader sample
of countries and the use of annual data. The model results below
shed further light on this.

5.2. MSE ratios in the model
We have estimated the model based on daily data. Consider the
change of the exchange rate over k days in the model. If T N k, the change

19
They allow the regression coefﬁcients to vary across currency pairs. All but one of their
98 countries had low inﬂation episodes during their sample.
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Table 8
Short horizon MSE ratios.a
T = 20

MSEtheory
MSEtheory, Δf
MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Empirical Literature

T = 60

T = 240

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

0.98
0.99
0.99
(0.01)
[0.98,1.08]

0.33
0.50
0.54
(0.10)
[1.09,1.17]

0.08
0.14
0.16
(0.07)
0.96

0.99
0.99
0.99
(0.01)
[0.98,1.08]

0.94
0.96
1.01
(0.06)
[1.09,1.17]

0.24
0.36
0.41
(0.16)
0.96

0.95
0.95
0.96
(0.02)
[0.98,1.08]

0.95
0.95
1.00
(0.06)
[1.09,1.17]

0.80
0.84
0.90
(0.17)
0.96

a
MSEtheory is the theoretical MSE ratio that measures the variance of exchange rate changes due to shocks unrelated to observed fundamental innovations relative to the variance of
exchange changes due to all shocks. MSEtheory, Δf is the theoretical MSE ratio based on changes in fundamentals over the forecast horizon. MSEMeese Rogoff is the average of the MSE ratio
across simulations when the methodology of empirical literature is replicated.

Table 9
Long horizon MSE ratios.a
T = 20

MSEtheory
MSEtheory, Δf
MSEtheory, Δf, short
MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Empirical Literature
a

T = 60

T = 240

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

0.02
0.04
0.79
0.95
(0.32)
[1.00,1.08]

0.02
0.03
0.11
0.24
(0.20)
[0.9 ,3.22]

0.02
0.03
0.03
0.06
(0.06)
0.56

0.06
0.10
0.80
0.98
(0.30)
[1.00,1.08]

0.05
0.08
0.66
1.29
(0.83)
[0.92,3.22]

0.05
0.08
0.10
0.17
(0.17)
0.56

0.20
0.28
0.68
0.83
(0.25)
[1.00,1.08]

0.16
0.22
0.66
1.30
(0.86)
[0.9 ,3.22]

0.16
0.22
0.46
0.64
(0.44)
0.56

MSEtheory, Δf, short is the theoretical MSE ratio where the incorrect short-horizon coefﬁcient βs is applied to the long-horizon change in the fundamental.

of the exchange rate over the last k days is
st −st−k ¼

k
X

f
ai εtþT−iþ1
þ

i¼1
∞
X

TX
−k

f
ðakþi −ai ÞεtþT−kþ1−i
þ

i¼1

f
ðaTþi −aT−kþi Þεtþ1−i
þ

i¼1
k
X

bi εbtþ1−i þ

i¼1

ð25Þ

∞
X
ðbiþk −bi Þεbt−kþ1−i
i¼1

st −st−k ¼ α þ βð f t − f t−k Þ þ εt

If T ≤ k, the change of the exchange rate over the last k days is
st −st−k ¼

T
X
i¼1
kX
−T
i¼1
k
X
i¼1

∞
X
f
ðakþi −ai Þεt−kþTþ1−i
þ

ð27Þ

We can compute the precise value of β in the model by computing
cov(st − st−k, ft − ft−k)/ var (ft − ft−k). α is zero in the model. The corresponding MSE ratio is

f
ai εtþT−iþ1
þ
f
aTþi εtþ1−i
þ

MSEtheory is the best measure of the explanatory power of the observed fundamentals in the model, but it is not directly comparable to
the Meese-Rogoff MSE ratios reported in the empirical literature. A
ﬁrst step towards the empirical Meese-Rogoff MSE ratios is to consider
the explanatory power of the change in the fundamental over the same
k days as the change in the exchange rate instead of the explanatory
power of all past fundamental innovations. In other words, consider a
regression

ð26Þ

MSEtheory;Δ f ¼

varðε t Þ
varðst −st−k Þ

ð28Þ

i¼1

bi εbtþ1−i þ

∞
X
ðbiþk −bi Þεbt−kþ1−i
i¼1

In these expressions, the right hand side terms in the ﬁrst row are future fundamental innovations, the terms in the second row are current
and past fundamental innovations that can be observed, while the
terms in the third row are the noise innovations. Both future fundamental innovations and noise shocks lead to a disconnect of exchange rate
changes from observed fundamentals.
In the model we can compute a theoretical MSE ratio that measures
the variance of exchange rate changes due to shocks unrelated to observed fundamental innovations relative to the variance of exchange
changes due to all shocks. We refer to this as MSEtheory. This is a ratio
that by construction is always between 0 and 1. Note that
1−MSEtheory
measures the fraction of the variance of exchange rate changes that
is explained by observed fundamental innovations. So a lower MSEtheory
implies that observed fundamental innovations have more explanatory
power for exchange rate changes.

It is always the case that
MSEtheory;Δ f NMSEtheory
as MSEtheory uses all past fundamental innovations as explanatory variables rather than just the fundamental change over the past k days.
This last MSE ratio still does not correspond to the Meese-Rogoff
MSE ratios reported in the empirical literature. The reason is that in
empirical work the parameters α and β must be estimated based on a
limited ﬁnite sample of data, leading to estimation errors that increases
the MSE ratio. We refer to the MSE ratio in empirical work as
MSEMeese

Rogoff

¼

var ð^εt Þ
varðst −st−k Þ

ð29Þ

^ −f
^
^ −βðf
^
where ^εt ¼ st −st−k −α
t
t−k Þ. Here α and β are the estimated
parameters, while the variance in the numerator and denominator of
(29) are ﬁnite sample variances (mean squared errors).20 Estimation
error of the parameters raises the MSE ratio further. To summarize,
20
Also note that the estimated parameters are actually time-varying due to rolling
regressions.
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Fig. 8. Impulse response of exchange rate to fundamental and noise shocks. Notes: The left side displays the impulse response to a noise shock with the magnitude of σb at t = 0 and the
right side displays the impulse response to a fundamental shock with the magnitude of σf at t = 0. The dotted lines show the impulse response when σv → ∞.

Here the subscripts l and s stand for long and short. So Rossi uses
monthly changes in the exchange rate and fundamentals to estimate
the parameters αs and βs, which are then applied to the 4-year forecast
horizon. The long-term forecast error is then

we have
MSEMeese

Rogoff

NMSEtheory;Δ f NMSEtheory

Apart from estimation error of the parameters, for long-horizon
forecasts (4 or 5 years in the papers above) there is one additional difference between MSEMeese Rogoff and MSEtheory, Δf. This is best illustrated
with an example. Assume that the data frequency is monthly, as in
Rossi (2013), and the forecast horizon is 4 years. Then k is equal to 20
(trading days in a month) times 12 times 4, which is 960. Instead of
conducting the regression
st −st−960 ¼ α l þ βl ð f t −f t−960 Þ þ εt

MSEtheory;Δ f ;short ¼
ð31Þ

ð32Þ

This creates an additional error. Not only is there estimation error of
the coefﬁcients, the incorrect short-horizon coefﬁcients are applied to
long-horizon forecasts. One can deﬁne an intermediate MSE ratio
based on theory:

ð30Þ

Rossi (2013) estimates
st −st−20 ¼ α s þ βs ð f t −f t−20 Þ þ εt

^ ð f −f
^ s −β
st −st−960 −48α
s t
t−960 Þ

var ðst −st−960 −βs ð f t −f t−960 ÞÞ
var ðst −st−960 Þ

ð33Þ
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Fig. 9. Share of variance of st+k − st explained by different shocks. Notes: Solid, dashed and
dotted lines show the share of past fundamental shocks, future fundamental shocks and
noise shocks respectively.

This theoretical MSE ratio uses the theoretical value of the short
term coefﬁcient βs from (31) and applies it to the long-term forecast.21
The resulting error determines the variance in the numerator. We have
Rogoff

NMSEtheory;Δ f ;short NMSEtheory;Δ f NMSEtheory

Going from right to left, the MSE ratio rises in three steps from
the ratio MSEtheory that measures the true explanatory power of the
21

observed fundamentals to the ratio MSEMeese Rogoff that corresponds to
empirical results. It rises ﬁrst because only the change in the fundamental over the past k days is used to explain the change in the exchange
rate, instead of all past changes in the fundamental. It rises further
because the incorrect short-term coefﬁcient is applied to the longhorizon relationship. Finally, it rises because the short-term coefﬁcient
is estimated with error due to ﬁnite data samples.
While for illustrative purposes we discussed a monthly data frequency
and 4-year forecast horizon as in Rossi (2013), the other two papers use an
analogous methodology to compute the Meese Rogoff MSE ratio for long
horizons. For example Cheung et al. (2005) regress quarterly changes in
the exchange rate on quarterly changes in the fundamentals and then
apply the estimated coefﬁcients to forecasts over the next 5 years.
Below we will report all these MSE ratios in the model for short and
long-horizon forecasts. When reporting MSEMeese Rogoff we apply a
methodology within the model that corresponds to that in the empirical
papers discussed above, as summarized in Table 7. However, there are
two aspects of the papers that we are unable to capture with the
model. One is that there is only one fundamental variable in the
model, while there are more fundamentals in the empirical papers.
The second is that the empirical results are based on multiple currencies
as described above. The results in Cerra and Saxena (2010) are based on
pooling these currencies, while the other papers produce a range of results that vary across currencies.
5.3. Short horizon MSE ratios

0.4

MSEMeese
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The theoretical intercept αs is zero.

Tables 8 and 9 report the MSE ratios in both the model and data.
Table 8 reports results for short-horizon forecasts, which is respectively
1 month, 1 quarter and 1 year for the three papers. Table 9 reports results for the long-horizon forecasts over 4 or 5 years. Results in the
model are reported for T = 20, T = 60 and T = 240, based on the estimated parameters reported in Table 3. We will also discuss robustness
to parameters below.
First consider the short-horizon results. MSEMeese Rogoff in the model is
computed by conducting 100,000 model simulations with sample lengths
that correspond to the empirical papers. For each simulation we compute
MSEMeese Rogoff following the methodology of each paper summarized in
Table 7. Table 8 reports both the average MSEMeese Rogoff across these simulations as well as its standard deviation across simulations.
Comparing MSEMeese Rogoff in the model to the numbers reported in
the empirical papers, we ﬁnd that the theory is always consistent with
the empirical papers when T = 240. More generally, the theory is consistent with the empirical papers as long as T is not too low. Speciﬁcally,
we need T ≥ k, where k is the short-term forecast horizon that corresponds to the data frequencies in the three papers: k = 20 for monthly
data, k = 60 for quarterly data k = 240 for annual data. When T ≥ k, the
MSE ratios from the model are close to 1 and do not deviate in a statistically signiﬁcant way from the numbers reported in the papers. When T
is much smaller than the forecast horizon k, the MSE ratio is well below
1 in the model and therefore inconsistent with the data. Note that the
same applies to MSEtheory and MSEtheory, Δf, so the fundamentals have little explanatory power in the theory when T ≥ k, but too much explanatory power when T is considerably less than k.
Private information is key to the disconnect between exchange rates
and fundamentals in the model. We ﬁnd that setting σv very large, while
keeping the other parameters the same, the MSE ratios in the theory are
always very close to zero. In that case exchange rate changes are fully
explained by observed fundamentals. The disconnect in the model is associated with the unobserved noise shocks as well as future fundamentals shocks. Private information plays a key role in their importance. We
will discuss the role of these noise shocks and future fundamentals in
some more detail, which also sheds light on why the model cannot explain the disconnect for values of T that are too low (well below k).
Noise shocks account for a signiﬁcant share of variance of exchange
rate changes over short horizons in the model. The charts on the left
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hand side of Fig. 8 show the impulse response of exchange rate to a one
standard deviation noise shock. For comparison, we also report the impulse response functions in the absence of private information, setting σv
at an extremely high value while holding the other parameters constant.
The impulse response functions show that the impact of noise shocks is
much larger than without private information. For all reported T, the initial
impact of a noise shock on the exchange rate is close to 25 times as large as
it is in the model without private information.22 The ampliﬁed effect of the
noise shocks gradually dissipates over time, but lasts T periods.
As emphasized by Bacchetta and van Wincoop (2006), this ampliﬁcation of noise shocks due to private information is key to the disconnect between exchange rates and observed fundamentals over short
horizons. They use the term “rational confusion” to refer to the phenomenon that leads to the ampliﬁcation. When a noise shock raises the exchange rate, agents only observe the increase in the exchange rate.
But the rise in the exchange rate may also be driven by new private information that agents have about future fundamentals. Seeing the increase in the exchange rate therefore rationally leads agents to raise
their expectation of future fundamentals, which leads to a further increase in the exchange rate. The ampliﬁed noise shocks gradually dissipate with time as agents learn more by observing fundamentals and
exchange rates. It dissipates entirely after T periods. When T is large,
this results in a persistent disconnect between the exchange rate
and observed fundamentals. This is one reason why for T ≥ k the
model can account well for the observed disconnect in the data over
an horizon k.
Disconnect also results from the private information directly, separate
from its ampliﬁcation of the noise shocks. Private information implies that
the exchange rate depends on unobserved future fundamentals. This can
be seen from the impulse response functions in Fig. 8. The charts on the
right hand side show the impulse response of a one standard deviation
fundamentals innovation at time 0. This innovation starts to effect the exchange rate at time −T because of the private information about fundamental innovations up to T periods into the future. The exchange rate
response to the left of the y-axis therefore captures the effect on the exchange rate of unobserved future fundamentals. In the absence of private
information these unobserved future fundamentals do not affect the exchange rate. Instead the exchange rate jumps to a level close to its longrun level at the time of a new fundamental shock. It is again clear that
the larger T, the more persistent the disconnect is, again explaining why
the model does well when T ≥ k.
Consistent with these results, Fig. 9 shows that a large fraction of the
variance of the exchange rate change st+k − st is explained by the unobserved noise shocks and future fundamental innovations over horizons k
≤ T. As k gets much larger than T, the observed fundamentals are the main
drivers of the exchange rate. A larger T implies that noise shocks have a
more persistent ampliﬁed effect on the exchange rate and the exchange
rate depends on fundamental innovations farther into the future. This
explains why the MSE ratios are close to 1 when T ≥ k, while the MSE ratios are well below 1 (in contrast to the data) when T is well below k.
5.4. Long horizon MSE ratios
Next consider MSE ratios for long-horizon forecasts, reported in
Table 9. The results are again consistent with the numbers reported in
the literature when T = 240, while they are generally not consistent
for T = 20 and T = 60.
First consider the case of T = 240. MSEtheory is always very low, close
to 0.2. This is because a forecast horizon of 4 or 5 years is well beyond
the period of 1 year over which agents have information when T =
240. Over 4 or 5 years the change in the exchange rate is therefore
driven mostly by observed fundamentals. However, these theoretical
22
Gennotte and Leland (1990) use some back of the envelope calculations suggesting
that the ampliﬁcation factor due to private information may have been as large as 250 during the October 19, 1987 stock market crash.

MSE ratios cannot be compared to the empirical MSE ratios computed
in the literature. There are three steps in between. The ﬁrst step is to
consider MSEtheory, Δf, the theoretical MSE ratios based on changes in
fundamentals over the forecast horizon. This is only slightly higher
than MSEtheory, between 0.2 and 0.3.
Next consider MSEtheory, Δf, short, where the incorrect short-horizon
coefﬁcient βs is applied to the long-horizon change in the fundamental.
This signiﬁcantly raises the MSE ratio. The rise is from 0.28 to 0.68 when
using the monthly data and from 0.22 to 0.66 when using quarterly data
to compute the short-horizon coefﬁcient. The increase is somewhat less,
from 0.22 to 0.46, when using annual data to estimate the short-run regression coefﬁcient, as in Cerra and Saxena (2010).
The ﬁnal step considers MSEMeese Rogoff, which is even higher due to
parameter estimation error. It is slightly below the MSE ratios reported
in the Rossi (2013), within the range of numbers reported in Cheung
et al. (2005) and slightly above that of Cerra and Saxena (2010). But
given the large standard errors for these long-horizon MSE ratios the difference relative to the empirical papers is never statistically signiﬁcant.
Although MSEtheory tells us that exchange rate changes in the model are
mostly driven by observed fundamentals over 4–5 years, the MSE ratios
are much higher when computed in a way consistent with the empirical
literature. This is the result of both parameter estimation error and applying an incorrect short-horizon regression coefﬁcient to a long-horizon
forecast. Table 10 sheds further light on the use of an incorrect shorthorizon coefﬁcient. It reports the theoretical coefﬁcients of a regression
of the change in the exchange rate on the change in the fundamentals.
For T = 240, the coefﬁcient is 0.85 over a 4-year horizon and 0.88 over a
5-year horizon. But over a one month horizon, the theoretical regression
coefﬁcient is only 0.21. For a quarterly horizon it is 0.22. For an annual horizon it rises a bit to 0.40. The reason that the coefﬁcient rises with the horizon is as follows. As a result of private information the current exchange
rate already incorporates some of the changes in the fundamental over the
next T periods and more so for fundamental changes in the near future.
This reduces the impact of fundamental changes in the near future on
the exchange rate and therefore lowers the short-horizon regression coefﬁcient. More generally, this problem arises particularly when T ≥ k.
Three more comments are worth making in this regard. First, the results imply that high MSE ratios in the data for long horizon forecasts
do not mean that the observed fundamentals have little explanatory
power over long horizons. Second, one may be inclined to think that the
upward bias of the MSE ratios in the empirical literature due to the
use of short-horizon regression coefﬁcients can be resolved by using
long-horizon regression coefﬁcients. To some extent this is the case, but
there is a tradeoff. Most datasets have only a limited number of nonoverlapping 5-year intervals. This leads to a lot of noise in the estimation
of long-horizon regression coefﬁcients. The ﬁnal point is related. Cerra
and Saxena (2010) use a horizon of one year when regressing the change
in the exchange rate on the change in the fundamentals. While this is still
well short of 5 years, it is much longer than one month or one quarter and
leads to a signiﬁcantly higher regression coefﬁcient. This explains why the
MSE ratio in Cerra and Saxena (2010) is well below 1, in contrast to the
other papers. It is 0.56 in the data and 0.64 in the theory.
So far we have focused on T = 240, where the model does a good job
in accounting for the MSE ratios reported in the data. This is not the case
for T = 20 and T = 60. Consider T = 20 for illustration. MSEMeese Rogoff is
only 0.24 for the Cheung et al. methodology and 0.06 for the Cerra and

Table 10
Theoretical regression coefﬁcient of st − st−k on ft − ft−k.

k = 20 (1 month)
k = 60 (1 quarter)
k = 240 (1 year)
k = 960 (4 years)
k = 1200 (5 years)

T = 20

T = 60

T = 240

0.1150
0.7050
0.9263
0.9816
0.9853

0.1091
0.1962
0.7991
0.9498
0.9598

0.2146
0.2226
0.3983
0.8496
0.8797
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Table 11
MSE ratios for sensitivity analysis.a
Parameters

Rossi

Cheung

Cerra

Empirical literature [0.98,1.08] [1.09,1.17]
(short run)

0.96

Empirical literature [1.00,1.08] [0.9 ,3.22]
(long run)

0.56

σv = 5.5
σb = 0.02
ρb = 0.996

Short run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Long run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)

0.8935
(0.0330)
0.6563
(0.2077)

0.9269
(0.0833)
0.9930
(0.6185)

0.7877
(0.1913)
0.4585
(0.3593)

σv = 1.5
σb = 0.07
ρb = 0.996

Short run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Long run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)

0.9950
(0.0144)
1.0229
(0.3176)

1.0386
(0.0540)
1.5549
(0.9371)

1.0065
(0.1526)
0.8481
(0.5800)

σv = 3.5
σb = 2.5
ρb = 0

Short run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Long run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)

1.0054
(0.0093)
1.1537
(0.3666)

1.0475
(0.0513)
1.6700
(1.0258)

0.8605
(0.1914)
0.5416
(0.4009)

σv = 1000
σb = 0.0337
ρb = 0.996

Short run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)
Long run MSEMeese Rogoff
std(MSEMeese Rogoff)

0.0017
(0.0002)
0.0007
(0.0005)

0.0017
(0.0004)
0.0011
(0.0011)

0.0013
(0.0007)
0.0006
(0.0007)

a
The ﬁrst two parameter combinations consider values of σv and σb that correspond to
the lower left and upper right of the 95 percent conﬁdence region in Chart A of Fig. 7. The
third case holds σv at the estimated value, while simultaneously lowering ρb to 0 and raising σb to 2.5 (Chart B of Fig. 7). The ﬁnal set of parameters show what happens when we
set σv very large at 1000, so that there is essentially no private information.

Saxena methodology. This is well below that in the data, even allowing
for standard errors. The reason for this is twofold. First, MSEtheory is now
only 0.02, even lower than for T = 240. As discussed above, the lower
the T relative to the forecast horizon k, the higher the explanatory
power of observed fundamentals and the lower the MSE ratio. Second,
there is less of an upward bias due to applying a short-horizon regression coefﬁcient to a long-horizon forecast when T b k. MSEtheory, Δf, short
therefore remains low for quarterly and annual data when T = 20.
Table 10 sheds light on the bias associated with using a shorthorizon regression coefﬁcient. When T = 20, the theoretical coefﬁcient
of a regression of the change in the exchange rate on the fundamental is
only 0.12 for a monthly horizon. But it then rises signiﬁcantly to 0.71 for
a quarterly horizon and 0.93 for an annual horizon, while the coefﬁcient
is 0.98 for a 4-year horizon. With T = 20 a lot of the fundamental innovations over the next month have already been incorporated into the
exchange rate at the start of the period, leading to a low regression coefﬁcient over a monthly horizon. But most of the fundamental innovations over the next quarter or year are not yet incorporated in the
current exchange rate, leading to a much higher regression coefﬁcient
for these horizons. The relatively small short-horizon bias in the regression coefﬁcient for quarterly and annual data implies that MSEtheory, Δf,
short
remains low, which carries over to MSEMeese Rogoff.
5.5. Sensitivity analysis
The model does a good job accounting for the Meese-Rogoff results
in the empirical literature when T = 240. So far we have focused on
the implications of the model at the point estimates for the parameters.
But we have seen that the joint distribution of the parameters allows for
signiﬁcant deviations from these point estimates. We therefore consider
in Table 11 the implications for the Meese-Rogoff MSE ratios when we
move away from the point estimates towards the edges of the 95 percent conﬁdence region that cannot be rejected by the data. We will
limit ourselves to the case where T = 240 as the other two values of T
are inconsistent with empirical MSE ratios even at the point estimates.
Table 11 reports three sets of results for parameter combinations
that cannot be rejected by the data (are within the 95 percent
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conﬁdence regions) and one set of results for a parameter combination
outside of the 95 percent conﬁdence region. The ﬁrst two parameter
combinations hold ρb ﬁxed at the estimated value of 0.996, but consider
values of σv and σb that correspond to the lower left and upper right of
the 95 percent conﬁdence region in Chart A of Fig. 7. The third case holds
σv at the estimated value, while simultaneously lowering ρb to 0 and
raising σb to 2.5. Chart B of Fig. 7 shows that this is within the 95 percent
conﬁdence region. Table 11 shows that it remains the case that both the
short and long horizon results are consistent with the data reported in
all three papers.23
The ﬁnal set of parameters show what happens when we set σv very
large at 1000, so that there is essentially no private information.
The other two parameters are held at their point estimates. This implies
exiting the 95 percent conﬁdence region in Chart A of Fig. 7 to the left.
Exchange rates are then almost entirely driven by observed fundamentals, so that the MSE ratios are close to zero for both short and long
horizons, in sharp contrast to the empirical literature. Even when we
raise σv to 5, so that 1/σv = 0.2, which brings us somewhat to the left
of the 95 conﬁdence region in panel A of Fig. 7, we ﬁnd that the MSE ratios are inconsistent with the empirical literature. This tells us that the
Twitter Sentiment data contain important information. For values of
the parameters that are consistent with the Twitter Sentiment data,
we ﬁnd that the MSE ratios implied by the model are consistent with
those found in the empirical literature, while this is generally not the
case for parameters that are inconsistent with the Twitter data (outside
the 95 percent conﬁdence region).

6. Conclusion
Private information is by its nature unobservable. However, with the
advent of social media many traders openly express their individual
views about future asset prices. This opens up the question what can
be learned from these private opinions. In this paper we have used opinionated tweets about the Euro-Dollar exchange rate to illustrate the
important role of private information in the disconnect between the
exchange rate and macro fundamentals.
We have developed a dictionary based on the ﬁnancial lexicon used by
FX traders to translate the tweets about the Euro-Dollar into beliefs about
the future direction of the exchange rate. We then used these Twitter
Sentiment data to estimate the parameters of a noisy rational expectations
model for the foreign exchange market where agents have dispersed
private information. We investigated the implications of the model,
based on the estimated parameters, for the disconnect between exchange
rates and macro fundamentals. We ﬁnd that over both short and long
horizons the model can account for the high MSE ratios that have been
reported in the empirical literature and which are widely viewed as
representing a disconnect between exchange rates and fundamentals.
The reason that the model can account for the high MSE ratios
observed in the data is different for short than long horizons. For short
horizons it reﬂects a true disconnect between exchange rates and fundamentals. Private information plays a key role in this regard. As a result
of private information, the exchange rate depends on future fundamental innovations that the econometrician cannot yet observe. In addition,
private information leads to a large ampliﬁcation of the effect of unobserved noise shocks (portfolio shifts) on the exchange rate due to rational confusion. By contrast, the model tells us that over long horizons the
exchange rate is mainly driven by observed fundamentals. The high
MSE ratios for long horizons found in the empirical literature are instead
attributed to the incorrect application of short-horizon regression coefﬁcients to long-horizon forecasts, as well as parameter estimation error.

23
The only small exception to this relates to the short-horizon MSE ratio for the ﬁrst set
of parameters, when the MSE ratio is slightly lower than the results reported by Rossi.
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Appendix A. Solution of model
In this Appendix we discuss the model solution. Agents have three sources of information. The ﬁrst source consists of private signals from the last
T periods. The second source consists of the past T exchange rates. They contain information about future fundamental innovations through the aggregation of the private information that agents trade on. The third source consists of current and past fundamentals ft. We solve a signal extraction
f
b
problem to compute rational expectations of the vector of innovations ξt′ = (εt+T
, … , εft+1, εbt , … , εt−T+1
), which affects expectations of future exchange rates. The innovations εft−s are known at t for s ≥ 0. The innovations εbt−T−s are known as well at time t for s ≥ 0 as they can be extracted
from the equilibrium exchange rate at time t − T and earlier.
Start with a conjecture for the equilibrium exchange rate:
f
st ¼ AðLÞεtþT
þ BðLÞεbt

ðA:1Þ

i−1
i−1
where A(L) = ∑∞
and B(L) = ∑∞
are polynomials in the lag operator L. Then
i=1aiL
i=1biL
0

Et stþ1 ¼ θ Et ðξt Þ þ A ðLÞεtf þ B ðLÞεbt−T

ðA:2Þ

σ 2 ¼ vart ðstþ1 Þ ¼ a21 σ 2f þ b1 σ 2b þ θ0 var t ðξt Þθ

ðA:3Þ

2

i−1
i−1
where θ′ = (a2, a3, … , aT+1, b2, b3, … , bT+1), A ∗(L) = ∑∞
and B ∗(L) = ∑∞
. The conditional variance vart(st+1) is the same
i=1aT+i+1L
i=1bT+i+1L
for all agents as they have the same quality information and therefore the same perceived uncertainty.
The expectation and variance of unknown innovations ξt is computed using signal extraction. Agents have exchange rate signals st, … ,st−T+1,
i
which all depend on at least some of the unknown innovations of the vector ξt. They also have the private signals vit, … ,vt−T+1
and knowledge of
the unconditional distribution of ξt. Solving the signal extraction problem (see BvW) yields

Et ðξt Þ ¼ MH0 ξt

ðA:4Þ

0~
~
var t ðξt Þ ¼ P−MH
P

ðA:5Þ

−1
0~
~
PH þ R , R is a 2T by 2T matrix with σ2v on the last T elements of the diagonal and zeros otherwise, P~ is the unconditional varwhere M ¼ PH½H
iance of ξt and

2
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ðA:6Þ

0

Substituting (A.4) and (A.5) into (A.2) and (A.3) and the result into the market clearing condition (10), we have
θ0 MH0 ξt −

 1


1þα
f
AðLÞεtþT
þ BðLÞεbt þ DðLÞεtf þ A ðLÞεtf þ B ðLÞεbt−T ¼ γσ 2 1 þ ρb L þ ρ2b L2 þ … εbt
α
α

ðA:7Þ

Equating coefﬁcients on the various innovations on both sides yields analytical expressions for aT+s and bT+s for s ≥ 1 and a set of 2T non-linear
equations in the remaining parameters (a1, … , aT,b1, … , bT). The latter are solved numerically.
Once the equilibrium exchange rate is computed, we can compute the expectations of future exchange rates by individual agents. In particular, we
have
Eit stþk ¼ Et stþk þ z0k Mwit

ðA:8Þ

i
v, i
where zk = (ak+1, … ,aT+k, bk+1, … ,bT+k)′, wit = (0, … , 0,εv,
t , … ,εt−T+1)′ and

Et stþk ¼ z0k Et ξt þ

∞
X

f
aTþkþ1þl εt−l
þ

l¼0

∞
X

bTþkþ1þl εbt−T−l

ðA:9Þ

l¼0

So the expectation of the future exchange rate st+k is equal to the average expectation of all agents plus an idiosyncratic component zk′Mwit that
depends on the signal errors of that agent.
Appendix B. Financial lexicon
Tables B1 and B2 show all word combinations used to categorize tweets as positive, negative and neutral. Table B1 lists the word combinations in
each category that require the explicit absence of some other words. Table B2 shows the list of word combinations whose existence in a tweet is
enough to place the tweet in one of the categories.
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“*” and “?” are wildcard characters. “*” represents one or more characters and “?” represents one character. For instance, “*buy??eur*” is a match
with any tweet that contains the words “buy” and “eur” in this order and with exactly two characters between them. “*” before “buy” and after “eur”
means that there could be any number of characters in a tweet before “buy” or after “eur”. This word combination is intended to identify positive
tweets that contain expressions such as “buy $eurusd” or “buy #euro”. In both cases, all the criteria of a match with “*buy??eur*” are satisﬁed.
There are exactly two characters between “buy” and “eur”. In the case of “buy $eurusd”, there are three characters after “eur” and in “buy #euro”
there is only one character after “eur”. Both are acceptable replacements for the wildcard character “*”. In both examples, there is no character before
“buy”. Since “*” could be replaced with zero or any number of characters, no character before “buy” is considered a match with “*buy??eur*”.
Table B1
Word combinations used to identify opinionated tweets.
Include…
Positive
“*buy??eur*” or
“*buy?eur*”

And not include…
“*close*buy*eur*”, “*exit*buy*eur*”,
“*close*buy?eurusd*”, “*close*buy?eurusd*”, “*close*buy??eur\ usd*”, “*buy*,*eur*”, “*buy*:*eur*”, “*buy*fade*”,
“*close*buy??eur\ usd*”, “*never*buy*eur*”

“*buy*lot*eur*”

“*close*buy*lot*eur*”

“*long??eur*”

“*long?term*”, “*was?long*”, “*close*long??eur*”,“*close*long?eur*”, “*exit*long??eur*”, “*exit*long?eur*”

“*bullish*”

“*absent*”, “*absence*”, “*void*”, “*lack*”, “*bullish*fail*”, “*fail*bullish*”, “*bullish*invalid*”, “*bullish*break*”,
“*nothing*bullish*”, “*missing*”, “*were?bullish*”, “*was?bullish*”, “*no?bullish*”, “*not?bullish*”, “*market is bullish*”

“*covered*short*”

“*short?term*”

“*buy?the?eur*”

“*never?buy?the?eur*”, “*not?buy?the?eur*”

“*eur?usd*look?good*”

“*eur?usd*not*look?good*”

“*eur?usd*looks?good*”

“*eur?usd*not*looks?good*”

“*double*long*”

“*long?term*”

“*took*long*position*”

“*long?term*”

“*out*of*eur*short*”

“*short?term*”, “*stop*out*of*eur*short*”

“*add*eur*long*”

“*long?term*”, “*addict*”, “*dadd*”

“*increase*eur*long*”

“*long?term*”, “*long?off*”

“*up*accelerate*trend*”

“*update*”

“*signals?buy*eur*”

“*forexsignals*”

“*long?signal*”

“*long?term*”, “*wait*for*long?signal*”

“*higher?high*”

“*if*higher?high*”

“*take*eur?usd*long*”

“*took*proﬁt*”

“*took*eur?usd*long*”

“*took*proﬁt*”, “*took*opportunity*”

“*further*buying*”

“*buying*usd*”

“*further*eur*gain*”

“*against*”

“*dip*buy*” or
“*buy*dip*”

“*dip*;*eurusd*”, “*dip*;*eur?usd*”,
“*buy*dips?in?cable*”, “*buy*dip?in?cable*”, “*sell*rall*”

“*look*to*buy*”

“*looks?like*”, “*look*to*buy*put*”

“*buying?the?eur*”

“*buying?the?eur*was*”, “*about*buying?the?eur*”, “*buying?the?eur*tomorrow*”

“*trigger*further*eurusd*gain*” or
“*trigger*further*eur?usd*gain*”

“*against*”

“*offer*long*entr*”

“*long?term*”

“*look*to*long*”

“*long?term*”, “*looks*”

“*eur?usd*may*extend*gain*” or
“*eurusd*may*extend*gain*” or
“*eur?usd*will*extend*gain*” or
“*eurusd*will*extend*gain*” or
“*eur?usd*set*extend*gain*” or
“*eurusd*set*extend*gain*”

“*against*”

“eurusd*targets?higher*” or
“*eur?usd*target?higher*”

“*higher?low*”

(continued on next page)
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Table B1 (continued)
Include…

Negative
“*bearish*”

“*short?eurusd*” or
“*short??eurusd*” or
“*short?eur?usd*” or
“*short??eur?usd*” or
“*short?euro*”

And not include…

“*absent*”, “*bearish*void*”, “*bearish*lack*”, “*missing*”, “*bearish*fail*”, “*void*bearish*”, “*lack*bearish*”,
“*fail*bearish*”, “*bearish*break*”, “*were?bearish*”, “*was?bearish*”, “*not?bearish*”, “*bearish*invalid*”,
“*nothing*bearish*”, “*market is bearish*”, “*no?bearish*”
“*covered*short*”, “*exit*short*”, “*stop*short*eur*”, “*close*short*”

“*took*short*position*”

“*short?term*”

“*short?signal*”

“*short?term*”

“*sell?signal*”

“*buy*signal*”

“*shorted??euro*” or
“*shorted??eurusd*” or
“*shorted??eur?usd*”

“*short?term*”

“*sell?eurusd*” or
“*sell??eurusd*” or
“*sell?eur?usd*” or
“*sell??eur?usd*”

“*close*sell*eur*”, “*exit*sell*eur*”, “*stop*sell*eur*”, “*if*sell*eur*”, “*where*sell*eur*”, “*no?reason*sell*eur*”

“*sell the eur*”

“*where*sell the eur*”

“*short the eur*”

“*was*short the eur*”

“*add*eur*short*”

“*short?term*”, “*addict*”, “*dadd*”

“*sold*rally*”

“*oversold*”

“*sold*bounce*”

“*oversold*bounce*”

“*eurusd*toppy*” or
“*eurusd*topping*” or
“*eur?usd*toppy*” or
“*eur?usd*topping*”

“*stopp*”, “*dollar?topp*”, “*audusd??topp*”

“*bounce*sold*”

“*oversold*”

“*good?short*”

“*short?term*”

“*take*eur*short*”
“*took*eur*short*”

“*take*proﬁt*eur*short*”, “*take*out*eur*short*”, “*take*rest*eur*short*”
“*took*proﬁt*eur*short*”, “*took*out*eur*short*”, “*took*rest*eur*short*”

“*further*loss*”

“*dollar*further*loss*”

“*further?fall*”

“*dollar*further?fall*”

“*next*leg*lower*”

“*long?term*”

Neutral
“*watch*”

“*video*”, “*marketwatch*”, “*watchlist*”, “*iwatch*”

“*out*eur*long*”

“*break*out*”

Table B2
Word combinations used to identify opinionated tweets.
Positive
“*buy??fxe*”
“*upside*breakout*”
“*oversold*eur*”
“*increase*bullish*bet*”
“*bought*dip*”
“*should?buy*dip*”
“*tradable*bottom*”
“*will*see*higher*”
“*going?to*see*higher*”
“*euro?bottoming*”
“*eur?usd?bottoming*”
“*bottom?is?in*”
“*potential?buy*”
“*long?favor*”
“*spark*eur*buy*”
“*initiat*eur*buy*”
“*stay??eurusd?long*”
“*stay?eurusd?long*”

“*long??fxe*”
“*eur?usd*bull*intact*”
“*eur?usd*oversold*”
“*bought*rebound*”
“*bought*bounce*”
“*rally*has*leg*”
“*eur?usd*good?buy*”
“*eur?usd*bias*upside*”
“*eur?usd*bias*positive*”
“*staying?long?eur?usd*”
“*staying?long??eur?usd*”
“*oversold*bounce*”
“*resume*bull*trend*”
“*suggest*bull*control*”
“*eurusd?could?bottom*”
“*euro?could?bottom*”
“*currently?long??eurusd*”
“*currently?long?eurusd*”

“*buy?signal*”
“*expect*move*higher*”
“*ascending*triangle*”
“*will*move*higher*today*”
“*will*higher*today*”
“*buy*above*moving*average*”
“*raise*eur*exposure*”
“*eur?usd?will?rise*”
“*eur?usd?will?continue?to?rise*”
“*eur?usd*heads*higher*”
“*eur?usd*heading*higher*”
“*sticking*with*long*”
“*dollar*further*loss*”
“*suggest*advance*continue*”
“*further*rise*ahead*”
“*further*advance*ahead*”
“*increase*eurusd?long*”
“*increase*long?eurusd*”
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“*stay??eur?usd?long*”
“*stay?eur?usd?long*”
“*increase*eurusd?long*”
“*decrease*eurusd?long*”
“*hold*eurusd?long*”
“*keep*eurusd?long*”
“*increase*eur?usd?long*”
“*decrease*eur?usd?long*”
“*hold*eur?usd?long*”
“*keep*eur?usd?long*”
Negative
“*short?fxe*”
“*short??fxe*”
“*eur*overbought*”
“*sell?resistance*”
“*buy?euo*”
“*buy??euo*”
“*fade*rally*”
“*bias*down*”
“*top?is?in*”
“*sell*bounce*”
“*recovery*fail*”
“*eur*look?bad*”
“*eur*looks?bad*”
“*potential?sell*”
“*stay??eurusd?short*”
“*stay?eurusd?short*”
“*stay??eur?usd?short*”
“*stay?eur?usd?short*”
“*eurusd*over?bought*”
“*euro*over?bought*”
“*eur?usd*over?bought*”
“*eurusd*overbought*”
“*euro*overbought*”
“*eur?usd*overbought*”
“*look*to*sell*”
“*look*to*buy*put*”
“*increase*eurusd?short*”
“*decrease*eurusd?short*”
“*hold*eurusd?short*”
“*keep*eurusd?short*”
Neutral
“*were?bearish*”
“*were?bullish*”
“*was?bearish*”
“*was?bullish*”
“*bullish*absent*”
“*bearish*absent*”
“*bullish*void*”
“*bearish*void*”
“*bought*sold*”
“*sold*bought*”
“*could?go?higher*”
“*could?go?lower*”
“*could?move?higher*”
“*could?move?lower*”
“*must?close*”
“*should?close*”
“*bull*lose*steam*”
“*bear*lose*steam*”
“*wait*”
“*rally*weak*”
“*not?yet*”
“*staying?ﬂat*”
“*all?eyes*on*”
“*bull*doubt*”
“*bear*doubt*”
“*no?trend*”
“*indecision*”
“*hesitation*”
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“*currently?long??eur?usd*”
“*currently?long?eur?usd*”

“*increase*eur\ usd?long*”
“*increase*long?eur\ usd*”

“*buy?uup*”
“*buy??uup*”
“*expect*move*lower*”
“*selling?resistance*”
“*eurusd?will?fall*”
“*eur?usd?will?fall*”
“*eur*overpriced*”
“*eur*overvalued*”
“*deeper?correction*”
“*will*see*lower*”
“*bear*intact*”
“*eur?usd*has*topped*”
“*eurusd*has*topped*”
“*downside*remain*”
“*eur?usd*bias*downside*”
“*eur?usd*bias*negative*”
“*eurusd*bias*downside*”
“*eurusd*bias*negative*”
“*further?selling*”
“*further?eurusd?selling*”
“*further??eurusd?selling*”
“*further?eur?usd?selling*”
“*further??eur?usd?selling*”
“*will*selling?the?eur*”
“*am?selling?the?eur*”
“*currently?short??eurusd*”
“*currently?short?eurusd*”
“*currently?short??eur?usd*”
“*currently?short?eur?usd*”

“*eurusd*buying?put*”
“*eur?usd*buying?put*”
“*descending*triangle*”
“*down*accelerate*trend*”
“*staying?short*eur?usd*”
“*staying?short*eurusd*”
“*signals?sell*eur*”
“*stall*retrace*”
“*sticking*with*short*”
“*prepare*eur*downturn*”
“*eyes*downside*target*”
“*buy the u.s. dollar*”
“*buy?the?dollar*”
“*eur*eyes*downside*”
“*increase*eur?usd?short*”
“*decrease*eur?usd?short*”
“*hold*eur\ usd?short*”
“*keep*eur\ usd?short*”
“*increase*eurusd?short*”
“*increase*short?eurusd*”
“*increase*eur?usd?short*”
“*increase*short?eur?usd*”
“*will*head*lower*”
“*heads*lower*”
“*heading*lower*”

“*no?bearish*”
“*no?bullish*”
“*not?bearish*”
“*not?bullish*”
“*bullish*lack*”
“*lack*bullish*”
“*bearish*lack*”
“*lack*bearish*”
“*will*buy*if*”
“*will*sell*if*”
“*needs?conﬁrm*”
“*need?to?see*”
“*needs?to?hold*”
“*need?to?hold*”
“*buy*signal*watch*”
“*sell*signal*watch*”
“*neutral?on??eur*”
“*neutral?on?eur*”
“*not*trading*”
“*patience*”
“*looking?for*”
“*bounce?possible*”
“*steady*ahead*”
“*no*new*trade*”
“*range?in?focus*”
“*look?to?see*”

“*not*expect*move*higher*”
“*not*expect*move*lower*”
“*bullish*missing*”
“*missing*bullish*”
“*bearish*missing*”
“*missing*bearish*”
“*might*buy*eur*”
“*might*sell*eur*”
“*bullish*fail*”
“*fail*bullish*”
“*bearish*fail*”
“*fail*bearish*”
“*bullish*decline*”
“*bullishness*decrease*”
“*eur*need*go*lower*”
“*eur*need*go*higher*”
“*staying?in?cash*”
“*no?need*do?anything*”
“*not?doing?much*”
“*will?be?telling*”
“*could*accelerate*”
“*out*eur*short*”
“*out*eur*long*”
“*may*hold*range*”
“*bias*remain*neutral*”
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Appendix C. Supplementary data
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi.
org/10.1016/j.jinteco.2019.04.007.
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